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ABSTRACT
Radio relics in galaxy clusters are believed to trace merger shock fronts. If cosmological
structure formation determines the luminosity, size and shape distributions of radio
relics then merger shocks need to be lighted up in a homogeneous way. We investigate if
a mock relic sample, obtained from zoomed galaxy cluster simulations, is able to match
the properties of relics measured in the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS). We compile
a list of all radio relics known to date and homogeneously measure their parameters in
all NVSS images and apply the same procedure to relics in our simulations. Number
counts in the mock relic sample increase more steeply towards lower relic flux densities,
suggesting an incompleteness of NVSS in this regime. Overall, we find that NVSS
and mock samples show similar properties. However, large simulated relics tend to
be somewhat smaller and closer to the cluster centre than observed ones. Besides
this, the mock sample reproduces very well-known correlations for radio relics, in
particular those relating the radio luminosity with the largest linear size and the X-
ray luminosity. We show that these correlations are largely governed by the sensitivity
of the NVSS observations. Mock relics show a similar orientation with respect to
the direction to the cluster centre as the NVSS sample. Moreover, we find that their
maximum radio luminosity roughly correlates with cluster mass, although displaying
a large scatter. The overall good agreement between NVSS and the mock sample
suggests that properties of radio relics are indeed governed by merger shock fronts,
emitting in a homogeneous fashion. Our study demonstrates that the combination of
mock observations and data from upcoming radio surveys will allow to shed light on
both the origin of radio relics and the nature of the intracluster medium.
Key words: radiation mechanisms: non-thermal – shock waves – methods: numerical
– galaxies: clusters: general – large-scale structure of Universe
1 INTRODUCTION
Diffuse extended radio sources in galaxy clusters with a
steep power-law spectrum and without optical counterparts
are known since many decades (Feretti & Giovannini 1996).
The sources found in the periphery of clusters were initially
attributed to radio galaxies in an inactive phase, i.e. relics of
radio galaxies. In such a scenario, the radio spectrum should
show a clear break towards high frequencies as a result of
the ageing of the electron population. Instead, relics show
spectra close to a power-law at least up to frequencies of
about 10 GHz, suggesting the existence of recently acceler-
ated electrons. Ensslin et al. (1998) proposed a link between
? E-mail: snuza@aip.de
radio relics and the shock fronts induced by galaxy cluster
mergers. The study of several spectacular relics seems to
support this scenario, as suggested by the following facts:
(i) X-ray surface brightness jumps attributed to shock fronts
have been found in these systems; (ii) spectral index maps of
the diffuse radio emission indicate that electron populations
are ageing towards the cluster centre (i.e., opposite to the
propagation direction of the shock), and (iii) relics display
a significant degree of polarization with B-vectors aligned
with the shock surface, as can be seen, for instance, in the
relic in Abell 3667 (Rottgering et al. 1997; Finoguenov et al.
2010), in the ‘Sausage’ relic in CIZA J2242+53 (van Weeren
et al. 2010; Stroe et al. 2013; Akamatsu et al. 2015), and in
the ‘Toothbrush’ relic in 1RXS J0603+42 (van Weeren et al.
2012, 2016).
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Systematic searches for relics have been carried out, e.g.
by investigating both X-ray bright Abell-type clusters (Gio-
vannini et al. 1999) in the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS;
Condon et al. 1998) and Abell clusters (Kempner & Sarazin
2001) accessible to the Westerbork Northern Sky Survey
(WENSS; Rengelink et al. 1997), by searching for steep spec-
trum sources in the NVSS (van Weeren et al. 2011c), or –
as a by-product– in the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope
(GMRT) radio halo survey, which is based on a redshift-
and flux-limited cluster sample selected from the REFLEX
and eBCS catalogues (Kale et al. 2015). Recently, the signa-
ture of the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect in the intracluster
medium (ICM) has also been used to identify galaxy clusters
(see e.g., Planck Collaboration et al. 2015) that can be later
chosen as targets for the relic searches (Bagchi et al. 2011;
de Gasperin et al. 2015b). All of these works, with the excep-
tion of the search performed by van Weeren et al. (2011c),
have been done by observing at the location of rather mas-
sive galaxy clusters. Therefore, it is not surprising that only
very few relic candidates are known to be present in poor
clusters.
The sample of known radio relics shows a plethora of
correlations between relic and cluster properties. Some of
them include: the relation between radio emission and clus-
ter X-ray luminosity or mass (Feretti et al. 2012; de Gasperin
et al. 2014), between radio relic luminosity and redshift (de
Gasperin et al. 2014) and largest linear size (LLS; Feretti
et al. 2012). Moreover, radio relics tend to be tangentially
oriented with respect to the isocontours of the X-ray sur-
face brightness distribution of clusters (van Weeren et al.
2011c). Despite of the existence of these intriguing correla-
tions, their origin, and the systematic effects shaping them,
is up to now little studied.
As aforementioned, radio relics most likely originate
from cluster merger shock fronts. For several relics, the jump
in X-ray surface brightness and/or temperature maps has
been clearly measured (e.g., Sarazin et al. 2014; Akamatsu
et al. 2015; Botteon et al. 2016; van Weeren et al. 2016). In
addition to the shocks found in several clusters, the distur-
bance of the cluster X-ray surface brightness, as measured
by power ratios, centroid shifts and concentration param-
eters, shows that relics are, in general, related to ongoing
mergers (Yuan et al. 2015).
The high temperatures of the ICM result from shock
dissipation, hence, the latter must be included when sim-
ulating its evolution. In a pioneering work, Miniati et al.
(2000) studied the properties of shock fronts in a cosmo-
logical simulation. These authors distinguished between ac-
cretion shocks, responsible for heating the primordial inter-
galactic medium, and merger shocks, which show a complex
three-dimensional structure and provide additional gas heat-
ing. The properties and distribution of cosmological shock
waves have been studied in several subsequent works (e.g.,
Ryu et al. 2003; Pfrommer et al. 2006; Skillman et al. 2008;
Vazza et al. 2009). It has been shown that the distribution
and strength of the shocks vary significantly with resolution
and numerical scheme (Vazza et al. 2011). However, differ-
ent simulations basically agree that accretion shocks tend
to show Mach numbers of roughly 100− 1000, and that the
ICM is filled with a large number of lower Mach number
shocks in the range from 1 to 10. Recent works using im-
proved numerical schemes and increased resolution confirm
the abundance and complexity of shock fronts in the ICM
(Miniati 2014; Schaal et al. 2016).
It has been known for decades that strong shocks in
supernova remnants serve as efficient particle accelerators
(see Reynolds 2008 for a review). Even if the physical condi-
tions of intergalactic and intracluster media are quite differ-
ent from those of the interstellar medium, it appears likely
that accretion and merger shocks are also capable of accel-
erating electrons, protons and nuclei. In this respect, radio
relics may be regarded as immediate proof for electron ac-
celeration. However, evidence for proton and nuclei accel-
eration at these locations is still lacking. A plausible accel-
eration mechanism is the so-called diffusive shock accelera-
tion (DSA; Drury 1983; Blandford & Eichler 1987; Caprioli
2012). It has been shown that merger shocks may acceler-
ate electrons and protons via DSA (Kang et al. 2012; Kang
& Ryu 2013). However, a simple scenario for the origin of
radio emission in which relativistic electrons originate from
the thermal pool by acceleration at the shock front via DSA
in the test-particle regime is challenged by several obser-
vational findings, namely: (i) Mach numbers derived from
the X-ray surface brightness and/or temperature jumps are
often too low compared to those inferred from the radio lu-
minosity and spectral index (see e.g., Ogrean et al. 2014; van
Weeren et al. 2016); (ii) the spectra of radio relics are possi-
bly curved at frequencies above 10 GHz (Stroe et al. 2016),
and (iii) upper limits for the γ-ray emission from clusters
are inconsistent with standard assumptions in DSA (Vazza
& Bru¨ggen 2014; Vazza et al. 2016). Improved modelling
including, for instance, re-acceleration of mildly relativis-
tic electrons (Pinzke et al. 2013; Kang & Ryu 2015, 2016),
and/or different acceleration mechanisms such as shock drift
acceleration (Guo et al. 2014a), may alleviate the tension
between models and observations. Similarly, the recent dis-
covery that fossil relativistic electrons from active galactic
nuclei (AGN) can be re-accelerated at cluster shocks could
provide an explanation for these discrepancies, at least for
some relics (van Weeren et al. 2017a). We stress that the
origin of the relativistic electrons responsible for the non-
thermal radio emission in the general relic population is still
a matter of ongoing debate.
The strength, structure and origin of the magnetic fields
in relics are also loosely constrained. No direct measurement
of their field strength has been possible so far. The most
stringent lower limit for the magnitude of the field has been
derived for the northern relic in Abell 3667 via upper lim-
its of the inverse Compton (IC) emission, namely > 3µG
(Finoguenov et al. 2010). For the relic in the Coma cluster,
Bonafede et al. (2013) inferred a field strength of ∼ 3µG us-
ing Faraday rotation measurements. The ‘Sausage’ relic has
a small intrinsic width, which suggests a lower limit for the
magnetic field strength of & 5µG (van Weeren et al. 2010).
Magnetic fields in relics may reflect those present in the
ICM, however, this underlying field might be also amplified
at the shock front, e.g. by the firehose instability (Guo et al.
2014b), which illustrates the complex non-linear nature of
the problem.
For simulating radio relics in cosmological simulations
assumptions about both the acceleration of electrons and the
magnetic fields in relics have to be made. Hoeft & Bru¨ggen
(2007) introduced a semi-analytic formula relating the non-
thermal radio emission, the physical conditions of the down-
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Figure 1. Examples of relic image analysis within NVSS. The
colour scale indicates the surface brightness distribution. Con-
tours (green solid lines) are drawn at [2, 4, 8, 16, 32] × σNVSS,
where σNVSS is the average rms brightness fluctuations in the
NVSS images. The manually defined relic regions are also shown
(white solid lines). Cluster positions are indicated by a circle
(white dashed lines) with 1 Mpc radius centred on the coordi-
nates given by SIMBAD. The angle φ between purple solid lines
measures relic orientation. The prominent elongated structure in
the top panel is usually referred to as the Toothbrush relic. For
Abell 2345 the brightness distribution is shown after subtracting
several bright sources in the relic regions.
stream medium and the Mach number of the shocks. By
grafting this prescription on to simulations it has been shown
that cluster mergers may reproduce typical radio relic mor-
phologies (Hoeft et al. 2008, 2011; Skillman et al. 2011).
Using higher resolution simulations including the same or
similar prescriptions for the radio emission it has been shown
that typical relic distances range from a few hundred kpc to
about one Mpc from the cluster centre (Vazza et al. 2012)
in agreement with observations, and that the spectral index
gradient may partly reflect the Mach number distribution
of the shock front (Skillman et al. 2013). In contrast, Hong
et al. (2015) found that radio emission associated with a
set of simulated relic regions was located at distances larger
than observed, suggesting that a more efficient electron ac-
celeration at low Mach number shocks could alleviate the
discrepancy.
As already mentioned, powerful radio relics are prefer-
entially found in massive galaxy clusters (de Gasperin et al.
2014). In order to mimic the entire sample of observed ra-
dio relics using simulations, the simulated volume has to be
large enough to contain a sufficiently large number of mas-
sive clusters. On the other hand, shock fronts need to be
resolved with enough resolution to properly describe their
morphology. These two conditions can be achieved by means
of the so-called ‘zoom-in’ technique, where a set of cluster re-
gions, previously selected from a large cosmological box, can
be re-simulated at high resolution (Klypin et al. 2001). This
technique has been applied to simulate 282 cluster regions
drawn from a 1h−3 Gpc3 cosmological simulation (h denot-
ing the reduced Hubble constant) dubbed as the MUSIC-2
galaxy cluster sample (Sembolini et al. 2013).
In a simplified view, merger shock fronts get ‘illumi-
nated’ via synchrotron emission of relativistic electrons and
magnetic fields in the downstream region. To some extent,
this resembles the non-related process of stars in galaxies
revealing the presence of the dark matter haloes hidden in
the cosmic web. However, little is known about the relation
between radio luminosity and shock properties such as the
Mach number. The fact that only about 50 radio relics have
been discovered so far may suggests that only the strongest
shocks become radio luminous or, alternatively, that addi-
tional factors could play a crucial role when forming these
objects. In Nuza et al. (2012), to avoid translating cluster
merger properties into shock parameters and their corre-
sponding radio luminosities, we derived predictions for the
abundance of radio relics simply by introducing the proba-
bility of finding radio-luminous shocks with a given power,
P1.4, as a function of cluster mass.
In this work we pursue the question if cosmological
shock fronts illuminated with a uniform prescription result
in a sample of radio relics with a similar flux density distri-
bution, morphology and location within galaxy clusters as
the observational one. To this end, we homogeneously mea-
sure flux densities, shapes and positions for all known relics
and perform a comparison to a mock relic sample. If the
properties of the synthetic relics match observations then,
any additional requirement for electron acceleration such as,
for instance, a pre-existing electron population, must be ful-
filled at any other merger shock as well.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we com-
pile a list of all radio relics known to date and consistently
measure their flux densities, shapes, and positions within
galaxy clusters found in the NVSS. In Section 3 we describe
our mock observations of relics belonging to the simulated
MUSIC-2 cluster sample. In Section 4 we perform the com-
parison between the two samples and, in Section 5, we dis-
cuss the results. Finally, in Section 6, we summarize our
findings.
Throughout this paper, we assume a Λ cold dark mat-
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Figure 2. Ratio of flux densities measured in the NVSS images
and those reported in the literature versus the largest angular
size, LAS, of the largest radio-emitting region in each cluster.
Symbol size scales with NVSS-measured flux. The shaded grey
region shows the expectation for the NVSS flux recovery as de-
rived by Farnsworth et al. (2013). Also shown are relevant angular
scales.
ter cosmology with ΩM = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73 and H0 =
70 km s−1 Mpc−1.
2 RADIO RELICS IN THE NVSS
2.1 Compilation of known relics to date
Our aim is to compile a list of radio relics as complete as
possible for later comparison with simulations. Feretti et al.
(2012) inventoried diffuse radio emission in galaxy clusters
and their observational properties. Since then, several new
relics have been reported in the literature. In this section, we
present an up-to-date collection of relics based on the compi-
lations of Nuza et al. (2012), Feretti et al. (2012), and Yuan
et al. (2015), complemented by recently reported objects.
In observations, extended diffuse radio emission with-
out optical counterpart that is located in the cluster pe-
riphery is usually classified as a relic. In our simulations,
we model radio relics assuming Fermi-I acceleration of elec-
trons at merger shocks. Therefore, the relic sample compiled
from observations may systematically differ from the one de-
rived in simulations as the former naturally misses some of
the emission that is sufficiently extended or too close to the
cluster centre. On the other hand, the observed sample may
also comprise diffuse emission without optical counterparts
but which does not originate from electron acceleration at
merger shocks. Such objects have been identified in obser-
vations. A plausible explanation for their origin is given by
shock compression of fossil AGN plasma (Enßlin & Gopal-
Krishna 2001). Following the convention of Kempner et al.
(2004), we use the names gischt and phoenix to label diffuse
radio emission if it is attributed to Fermi-I acceleration or
shock compression, respectively. Since in our simulations we
only model radio gischts, a careful inspection of the classi-
fication is needed before proceeding with the comparison.
In this regard, the spectral properties, and their associated
index maps, provide the most clear evidence to perform the
classification: an overall power-law spectrum with spectral
index steeper than −1 and spectral steeping towards the
cluster centre strongly suggest the presence of a gischt (Hoeft
& Bru¨ggen 2007), while a break in the overall spectrum and
an irregular distribution of spectral indices indicate that we
are dealing with a phoenix.
Interestingly, evidence for a spectral break has also been
found for radio gischt textbook examples like the ‘Tooth-
brush’ and the ‘Sausage’ relics (Stroe et al. 2016). However,
in these cases, the break occurs at very high frequencies
(ν > 10 GHz) and its origin is still debated. In particular,
Basu et al. (2016) showed that the SZ effect may have a
significant impact at these frequencies.
Most radio relics in our compilation are unambiguously
classified either as gischt or phoenix. However, there are
some cases where only little information is available and/or
the emission properties present contradictory evidence. In
those cases, we add the attribute ‘candidate’ to our classifi-
cation. Specifically, the latter becomes particularly difficult
for diffuse emission that is only moderately extended, lo-
cated rather close to the cluster centre, and that shows a
complex morphology. Three scenarios for its origin are con-
ceivable: (i) it is produced by a radio galaxy that recently
went into passive phase and is significantly separated from
the plasma ejecta due to a high velocity w.r.t. the ambi-
ent medium; (ii) the plasma has been ejected long time ago
and is now re-energised by shock compression, i.e. it is a
phoenix, or (iii) it might actually be a small merger shock
at an early stage, e.g. see the radio ridges in Abell 1351 (Gi-
acintucci et al. 2009) and Abell 1682 (Venturi et al. 2013).
To highlight that some cluster mergers may cause small,
complex shock fronts giving rise to radio emission according
to the gischt scenario, we introduce a new class: the ‘gischt-
let’. For these objects, several aspects of the standard relic
classification do not apply, e.g. they are evidently not lo-
cated at the cluster outskirts, hence all gischtlets are only
‘candidates’ in our nomenclature. We stress that, both our
gischt and gischtlet classifications, are based on the spectral
and morphological properties of the diffuse radio emission
only, regardless of the origin of the (re-)accelerated electron
population.
Additionally, we note that, for some objects formerly
listed as radio relics, evidence has been found that the
emission is actually produced by a radio galaxy. For the
diffuse emission near the galaxy cluster Abell 786, Kale &
Dwarakanath (2012) reported a compact radio source near
the centre of the radio structure. The diffuse emission near
the galaxy cluster Abell 2069 has been also identified to be
part of a radio galaxy (Drabent et al. in preparation). There-
fore, we do not include these sources in our list.
It has been found that the radio luminosity of relics
correlates with X-ray luminosity of the host galaxy cluster.
Because of this, we also include cluster X-ray luminosities
in the 0.1 − 2.4 keV energy band in our compilation. For
most clusters, we adopted the values given in Feretti et al.
(2012). If necessary, we corrected published X-ray luminosi-
ties to the cosmology and/or energy band adopted here. For
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Table 1. Radio relic collection. Column 1: cluster name (common names for the cluster or relic are indicated in italic). Column 2:
cluster redshift. Column 3: cluster X-ray luminosity in the 0.1−2.4 keV energy band. Column 4: flux density of radio relics as reported in
literature. Column 5: flux density measured in NVSS images. Relics are excluded when: (i) the origin is most likely not shock acceleration,
i.e. not gischt or gischtlet; (ii) the source position is not covered by NVSS, i.e. the declination is too low; (iii) the emission is too faint;
(iv) the source is too extended, hence NVSS cannot recover the flux density, and (v) the contamination by other sources is too strong.
Column 6: Classification (‘can.’ stands for candidate). Column 7: References for cluster X-ray luminosity and radio flux density.
Cluster z LX S1.4,lit S1.4,NVSS Classification References
(1044 erg s−1) (mJy) (mJy)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Abell 13 0.094 1.18 31.0 not gischt phoenix can. Fer12 · Sle01
Abell 85 0.055 4.10 43.0 not gischt phoenix Fer12 · Sle01
Abell 115 0.197 8.91 147.0 68.4 gischt Fer12 · Gov01
Abell 133 0.057 1.93a 137.0 not gischt phoenix can. Ebe96 · Ran10
Abell 209 0.206 6.17 1.0 too faint gischt can. (+halo) Gio09 · Gio09
Abell 521 0.247 8.47 15.0 13.7 gischt (+ halo) Fer12 · Gia06
Abell 523 0.104 1.07 61.0 29.1 gischtlet can. Fer12 · Wee11c
Abell 548b 0.045 0.15 121.0 too extended gischtlet can. Fer12 · Fer06
Abell 610 0.095 0.8b 17.3 15.5 gischt can. Bos08 · Gio00
Abell 725 0.092 0.45a 6.0 not gischt phoenix can. Bo¨h00 · Kem01
Abell 746 0.232 3.68 24.5 12.4 gischt (+ halo) Fer12 · Wee11c
Abell S753 0.014 0.5c 460.0 not gischt phoenix can. Sub03 · Sub03
Abell 754 0.054 2.21 6.0 too faint gischtlet can. (+ halo) Fer12 · Mac11
Abell 781 0.300 4.6 15.5 16.2 gischt (+ halo) Fer12 · Gov11
Abell 910 0.206 3.39a 12.1 contam. gischtlet can. Ebe00 · Gov12
Abell 1033 0.130 4.43d 46.9 not gischt phoenix can. Gas15a · Gas15a
Abell 1240 0.159 1.0 16.1 11.4 gischt double Fer12 · Bon09
Abell 1300 0.307 13.73 20.0 19.8 gischt can. (+ halo) Fer12 · Ven13
Abell 1351 0.322 8.4 13.0 16.8 gischtlet can. (+ halo) Gia09 · Gia09
Abell 1367 0.022 0.82 232.0 too extended gischt can. (+ halo) Far13 · Far13
Abell 1443 0.270 6.2 9.8A 8.8 gischt can. (+ halo) Bon15 · Bon15
Abell 1612 0.179 2.41 62.8 61.3 gischt can. Fer12 · Wee11c
Abell 1656: Coma 0.023 3.99 260.0 too extended gischt can. (+ halo) Fer12 · Fer12
Abell 1664 0.128 3.09 107.0 96.6 gischt can. Fer12 · Gov01
Abell 1682 0.226 7.0 26.9B 20.0 gischtlet can. (+ halo) Ven13 · Ven13
Abell 1758N 0.280 7.6a 12.8 22.1 gischt double can. (+ halo) Ebe98 · Gio09
Abell 2034 0.113 3.90 24.0 28.0 gischt can. (+ halo) Ebe98 · Wee11c
Abell 2048 0.097 1.91 19.0 not gischt phoenix Wee11a · Wee11a
Abell 2061 0.078 3.95 27.6 5.8 gischt Wee11c · Wee11c
Abell 2063 0.035 0.98 81.5C not gischt phoenix can. Fer12 · Kom94
Abell 2163 0.203 22.73 18.7 12.8 gischt can. Fer12 · Fer01
Abell 2255 0.081 2.64 12.0 too faint gischt can. (+ halo) Fer12 · Piz08
Abell 2256 0.058 3.75 462.0 183.9 gischt can. (+ halo) Cla06 · Cla06
Abell 2345 0.177 5.90 59.0 78.7 gischt double Bon09 · Bon09
Abell 2443 0.108 1.9 6.5 not gischt phoenix Fer12 · Coh11
Abell 2744 0.308 12.86 18.2 9.4 gischt (+ halo) Fer12 · Gov01
Abell 3365 0.093 0.86 47.9 38.9 gischt double can. Wee11c · Wee11c
Abell 3376 0.046 1.08 302.0 too extended gischt double Fer12 · Bag06
Abell 3411 0.169 53.9a 53.0 53.6 gischt can. (+ halo) Ebe02 · Wee13
Abell 3527-bis 0.200 1.9 35.0 22.6 gischt Gas17 · Gas17
Abell 3667 0.056 4.73 2400.0 low dec. gischt Fer12 · Roe97
Abell 4038 0.030 1.97 49.0 not gischt phoenix Fer12 · Sle01
ACT-CL J0102−49: El Gordo 0.870 64.6e 8.6D low dec. gischt double Lin14 · Lin14
CIZA J0107+54 0.107 3.9 30.0 9.2 gischt double can. Ran16 · Ran16
CIZA J0649+18 0.064 2.38 27.5E 21.3 gischt can. Wee11c · Raj17
CIZA J2242+53: Sausage 0.192 6.80 144.0 107.2 gischt Fer12 · Str13
CL 0217+70 0.066 0.63 - contam. gischt double can. (+ halo) Fer12 · Bro11
CL 1446+26 0.370 3.42 5.3 contam. gischt can. (+ halo) Fer12 · Gov12
MACS J0025−1222 0.586 8.8 2.3F too faint gischt double Ebe07 · Ris17
MACS J0717+37 0.555 8.6a 83.0 108.5 gischtlet can. (+ halo) Fer12 · Pan13
MACS J1149+22 0.544 14.0 10.3 13.3 gischt double can. Bon12 · Bon12
MACS J1752+44 0.366 8.0e 101.8G 91.2 gischt double (+ halo) Bon12 · Bon12
MACS J2243−09 0.447 11.56 1.9D too faint gischt can. Can16 · Can16
MaxBCG 138+25 0.324 - 24.7 not gischt phoenix can. – · Wee11a
MaxBCG 217+13 0.160 1.0 - not gischt phoenix can. Wee09 · Wee09
PLCK G004−19 0.516 16.0 37.0 36.2 gischt can. Sif14 · Sif14
PLCK G287+32 0.390 17.2 58.0 59.3 gischt double Fer12 · Bag11
PSZ1 G096+24 0.300 3.7 27.2 20.1 gischt double Gas14 · Gas14
PSZ1 G108−11 0.335 7.5 113.1 104.2 gischt double (+ halo) Gas15b · Gas15b
RXC J0225−29 0.060 0.41 37.0 31.2 gischt can. Sha16 · Sha16
RXC J1053+54 0.070 3.69 15.0 7.0 gischt can. Fer12 · Wee11c
RXC J1234+09 0.229 6.32 3.1 too faint gischt can. (+ halo) Kal15 · Kal15
RXC J1314−25 0.247 10.75 30.3 40.3 gischt doube (+ halo) Fer05 · Fer05
S1081 0.220 - 2.4 too faint gischt can. – · Mid08
ZwCl 0008+52 0.103 0.5 67.0 43.6 gischt double Fer12 · Wee11b
ZwCl 2341+00 0.270 2.4 18.5 23.0 gischt double can. Gas14 · Gio10
1E 0657−55: Bullet 0.296 22.59 82.6 low dec. gischt (+ halo) Gio09 · Shi15
1RXS J0603+42: Toothbrush 0.225 7.7 364.2H 301.2 gischt Ogr13 · Wee16
24P73 0.150 - 12.0 not gischt phoenix – · Wee11a
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Table 1 – continued Radio relic collection.
aCorrected for cosmology; bEstimated via Mvir = 2.05 × 1014M (Bos08) and Eq. 7; cEstimated via Mvir = 1.5 × 1014M (Sub03)
and Eq. 7; dConverted to 0.1 − 2.4 keV band via mekal model with T = 6.39 keV and a metallicity of 0.26 (Gas15a); eConverted to
0.1 − 2.4 keV band via mekal model with T = 14.5 keV (Lin14) and a metallicity of 0.25; AExtrapolated from 323 MHz adopting a
spectral index of −1.2; BExtrapolated from 240 MHz adopting a spectral index of −1.62; CMean of the 1.360 GHz and 1.465 GHz flux
values; DExtrapolated from 610 MHz adopting a spectral index of −1.2; EExtrapolated from 1.47 GHz adopting a spectral inded of
−1.15; FExtrapolated from 325 MHz adopting a spectral index of −1.3; GExtrapolated from 1.714 GHz adopting a spectral index of
−1.18; HExtrapolated from 1.5 GHz adopting a spectral index of −1.09.
References: Bag06 – Bagchi et al. (2006); Bag11 – Bagchi et al. (2011); Bo¨h00 – Bo¨hringer et al. (2000); Bon09 – Bonafede et al. (2009a);
Bon12 – Bonafede et al. (2012); Bon15 – Bonafede et al. (2015); Bos08 – Boschin et al. (2008); Bro11 – Brown et al. (2011); Can16 –
Cantwell et al. (2016); Cla06 – Clarke & Ensslin (2006); Coh11 – Cohen & Clarke (2011); Ebe96 – Ebeling et al. (1996); Ebe98 – Ebeling
et al. (1998); Ebe00 – Ebeling et al. (2000); Ebe02 – Ebeling et al. (2002); Ebe07 – Ebeling et al. (2007); Far13 – Farnsworth et al. (2013);
Fer01 – Feretti et al. (2001); Fer05 – Feretti et al. (2005); Fer06 – Feretti et al. (2006); Fer12 – Feretti et al. (2012); Gas14 – de Gasperin
et al. (2014); Gas15a – de Gasperin et al. (2015a); Gas15b – de Gasperin et al. (2015b); Gas17 – de Gasperin et al. (2017); Gia06 –
Giacintucci et al. (2006); Gia09 – Giacintucci et al. (2009); Gio00 – Giovannini & Feretti (2000); Gio09 – Giovannini et al. (2009); Gio10
– Giovannini et al. (2010); Gov01 – Govoni et al. (2001); Gov11 – Govoni et al. (2011); Gov12 – Govoni et al. (2012); Kal15 – Kale et al.
(2015); Kem01 – Kempner & Sarazin (2001); Kom94 – Komissarov & Gubanov (1994); Lin14 – Lindner et al. (2014); Mac11 – Macario
et al. (2011); Mid08 – Middelberg et al. (2008); Ogr13 – Ogrean et al. (2013); Pan13 – Pandey-Pommier et al. (2013); Piz08 – Pizzo
et al. (2008); Raj17 – Rajpurohit et al. (in preparation); Ran10 – Randall et al. (2010); Ran16 – Randall et al. (2016); Ris17 – Riseley
et al. (2017); Roe97 – Rottgering et al. (1997); Sif14 – Sifo´n et al. (2014); Sha16 – Shakouri et al. (2016); Shi15 – Shimwell et al. (2015);
Sle01 – Slee et al. (2001); Str13 – Stroe et al. (2013); Sub03 – Subrahmanyan et al. (2003); Ven13 – Venturi et al. (2013); Wee09 – van
Weeren et al. (2009b); Wee11a – van Weeren et al. (2011a); Wee11b – van Weeren et al. (2011b); Wee11c – van Weeren et al. (2011c);
Wee13 – van Weeren et al. (2013); Wee16 – van Weeren et al. (2016).
some clusters, where no X-ray luminosity is known but esti-
mates for the virial mass have been published, we adopt the
luminosity-to-mass relation given in Section 3.2 to estimate
the X-ray emission.
Our compilation contains a total of 69 clusters hosting
radio gischt, gischtlet, or phoenix emission including candi-
dates (see Table 1). The majority of the relic-type diffuse
emission is classified as gischt. In 13 of our clusters, the
emission is classified as phoenix, whereas in 7 as gischtlets.
2.2 Analysis of NVSS images
The relics listed in Table 1 have been studied using dif-
ferent telescopes, observing configurations and/or frequen-
cies. Relics are extended low-surface brightness objects. The
deeper the observation is, the more extended faint emission
might be revealed. Therefore, properties such as flux density
and size reported in the literature crucially depend on in-
strumental parameters like beam size and sensitivity of the
observation.
Our aim is to measure relic properties for all known
relics in a homogeneous way, even if that implies recover-
ing less flux than reported in the literature. The NVSS is
well suited for this purpose because it covers about 82% of
the sky and the survey sensitivity is sufficient to recover
most of the known relics. The NVSS has been carried out
at 1.4 GHz, and images are made with a Gaussian restoring
beam of θFWHM = 45 arcsec. The root mean square (rms) of
the surface brightness fluctuations amounts, in average, to
σNVSS = 0.45 mJy beam
−1. We use radio images obtained
with the NVSS Postage Stamp Server1 and measure flux
density, size and shape for the relics listed in Table 1.
The measurement of properties for the known relics in a
homogeneous fashion is optimally carried out by implement-
ing a semi-automated analysis of the NVSS images. We will
1 cv.nrao.edu/nvss/postage.shtml
later apply the same procedure to analyse our simulated relic
sample as it will be discussed in the next section. For every
object, we first define a region closely encircling the relics
reported in the literature. This is done manually in order to
fully comprise the regions of interest, as well as to exclude
compact sources and false positives due to noise. Compact
sources within the relic regions have been subtracted from
the images using the NVSS restoring beam and adopting flux
density values from the high-resolution radio survey FIRST
(Becker et al. 1995) or by estimating the flux density in
better resolved observations available in the literature. The
gischt double relic in Abell 2345 is an example of an object
where we have subtracted a bright compact source.
For the threshold encircling the radio emission we adopt
the Ith = 2×σNVSS contour as the surface brightness limit to
define the relic boundaries. We note that there is no danger
of detecting a significant amount of spurious emission since
the manually defined regions closely encircle the true flux.
We have chosen such a low threshold to recover as much
emission as possible. Interestingly, even after adopting this
value, some relics may decompose into several pieces, e.g.
see the diffuse emission in Abell 3411. In what follows, we
will denote every radio-emitting piece as an ‘island’. Fig. 1
shows three examples of relics in the NVSS where it can
be seen that recovered morphologies are quite diverse. The
most prominent is the ‘Toothbrush’ (top panel) that not
only excels through its extremely linear, yet non-symmetric
appearance, but also through its surface brightness. In fact,
the ‘Toothbrush’ has the highest flux density in our sample.
Fainter structures, also reported as relics, are well visible in
NVSS within this cluster too.
Obviously, not all relics in our compilation will be acce-
sible to NVSS. In this respect, several reasons can be given:
(i) if the object is too far south, resulting in a declination
lower than −40◦, it will not be covered; (ii) if the surface
brightness is too low the relic may not be detected; (iii) if
the relic emission is confused with a bright source the flux
and/or the morphological properties will not be easily mea-
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Table 2. Radio relic emission ‘islands’ identified in the NVSS images. Column 1: Cluster name and island identifier. Columns 2 and 3:
Right ascension and declination. Columns 4 and 5: Flux density and rest-frame luminosity at 1.4 GHz. Columns 6 to 10: Largest angular
size, largest linear size, solid angle, shape and projected distance to cluster centre. Column 11: Island orientation (see Section 2.2.2).
Cluster RA Dec S1.4 log10(P1.4) LAS LLS Ω λ2/λ1 Dproj φ
(deg) (deg) (mJy) (W Hz−1) (arcmin) (kpc) (Ωbeam) (%) (kpc) (deg)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
Abell 115 14.00 +26.46 68.4±14.3 24.90+0.08−0.10 10.12 1982±78 20.7±1.4 8 1602 64.2
Abell 521 73.59 -10.28 13.7±2.9 24.45+0.09−0.11 3.69 874±95 5.7±0.8 12 895 66.0
Abell 523 74.79 +8.81 29.1±8.7 23.91+0.11−0.15 7.63 875±46 16.0±1.3 39 373 58.6
Abell 610 119.87 +27.12 15.5±3.2 23.56+0.08−0.10 2.94 311±42 6.2±0.8 39 310 88.6
Abell 746 137.23 +51.58 12.4±3.3 24.32+0.10−0.14 4.39 977±89 6.8±0.8 11 1488 67.0
Abell 781 140.13 +30.47 16.2±2.7 24.70+0.07−0.08 3.10 830±107 4.8±0.7 56 628 61.0
Abell 1240 N 170.86 +43.17 6.0±1.8 23.63+0.11−0.15 3.22 531±66 3.7±0.6 35 642 68.8
S 170.96 +43.01 5.4±1.5 23.59+0.11−0.14 2.16 356±66 3.1±0.6 39 1169 50.0
Abell 1300 172.95 -19.95 19.8±3.5 24.81+0.07−0.09 3.63 987±109 6.4±0.8 34 1284 45.6
Abell 1351 175.59 +58.50 16.8±2.8 24.79+0.07−0.08 2.86 805±112 5.0±0.7 51 713 68.8
Abell 1443 180.27 +23.10 8.8±1.6 24.32+0.07−0.09 2.10 520±99 2.9±0.5 45 1268 78.0
Abell 1612 191.96 -2.88 61.3±8.6 24.76+0.06−0.07 5.19 942±73 13.4±1.2 19 1071 77.1
Abell 1664 195.88 -24.37 96.6±21.2 24.63+0.09−0.11 7.90 1084±55 41.9±2.0 75 1053 20.7
Abell 1682-NW 196.68 +46.57 20.0±4.1 24.50+0.08−0.10 2.25 492±87 3.5±0.6 62 323 27.6
Abell 1758N E 203.23 +50.54 14.5±4.9 24.58+0.13−0.18 3.31 848±102 5.7±0.7 23 679 61.8
W 203.16 +50.56 7.6±1.8 24.30+0.10−0.12 3.21 823±102 3.6±0.6 20 133 27.6
Abell 2034 W 227.42 +33.52 28.0±3.6 23.98+0.05−0.06 2.56 315±49 5.0±0.7 49 807 54.1
Abell 2061 230.00 +30.53 5.8±1.5 22.95+0.10−0.13 2.88 255±35 3.0±0.5 19 1753 82.7
Abell 2163 244.06 -6.09 12.8±2.0 24.20+0.07−0.08 2.25 452±80 3.5±0.6 43 2008 26.3
Abell 2256 255.85 +78.73 183.9±29.8 24.18+0.07−0.08 12.07 814±27 52.1±2.3 19 87 81.8
Abell 2345 E 321.90 -12.19 41.6±8.1 24.58+0.08−0.10 6.90 1236±72 15.3±1.2 9 1173 70.9
W 321.68 -12.13 32.8±6.1 24.48+0.08−0.09 5.39 966±72 11.9±1.1 19 1227 69.6
321.63 -12.12 4.3±1.1 23.59+0.10−0.13 2.33 418±72 2.2±0.5 14 1759 62.4
Abell 2744 3.67 -30.35 9.4±2.6 24.49+0.11−0.14 5.60 1526±109 5.3±0.7 9 1408 74.0
Abell 3365 E 87.27 -21.78 38.9±8.3 23.94+0.08−0.10 6.20 644±42 16.2±1.3 14 1620 80.0
Abell 3411 a 130.52 -17.58 27.5±5.5 24.35+0.08−0.10 4.06 703±69 10.6±1.0 43 1258 20.4
b 130.55 -17.63 18.3±3.0 24.18+0.07−0.08 2.65 459±69 5.1±0.7 35 1843 12.3
c 130.56 -17.54 7.8±1.5 23.80+0.08−0.09 1.97 341±69 2.8±0.5 41 1245 84.9
Abell 3527-bis 192.77 -37.03 22.6±4.6 24.43+0.08−0.10 5.04 1001±80 8.8±0.9 8 1387 86.9
CIZA J0107+54 NE 16.96 +54.15 4.0±1.1 23.07+0.11−0.14 2.40 282±47 2.3±0.5 71 77 23.4
SW 16.92 +54.09 5.2±1.7 23.19+0.12−0.17 2.73 321±47 3.7±0.6 67 381 68.8
CIZA J0649+18 102.16 +18.02 16.4±3.9 23.22+0.09−0.12 5.72 422±30 7.9±0.9 14 784 84.8
102.19 +17.97 4.9±1.0 22.69+0.08−0.10 2.79 206±30 2.0±0.4 24 702 60.7
CIZA J2242+53 N 340.74 +53.15 91.2±13.0 25.00+0.06−0.07 10.79 2072±77 23.8±1.5 10 1468 81.7
340.91 +53.09 11.9±2.2 24.11+0.07−0.09 2.94 564±77 4.5±0.7 22 1550 27.5
S 340.64 +52.94 4.1±1.0 23.65+0.10−0.13 2.36 454±77 2.1±0.5 16 1102 86.2
MACS J0717+37 109.40 +37.76 108.5±12.0 26.17+0.06−0.06 3.93 1524±155 8.7±0.9 40 20 56.6
MACS J1149+22 NW 177.35 +22.39 7.4±1.4 24.99+0.08−0.11 2.08 797±154 2.6±0.5 33 1139 41.3
SE 177.44 +22.36 5.9±1.4 24.89+0.10−0.13 2.65 1019±154 2.8±0.5 31 1268 5.9
MACS J1752+44 NE 268.09 +44.70 64.2±7.6 25.50+0.05−0.06 3.95 1208±122 9.0±0.9 21 1093 89.6
SW 267.98 +44.63 27.0±3.5 25.13+0.06−0.07 3.32 1016±122 5.0±0.7 45 1058 70.2
PLCK G004-19 289.26 -33.51 36.2±4.3 25.63+0.06−0.07 2.52 954±151 5.3±0.7 62 274 1.2
PLCK G287+32 N 177.71 -28.05 38.9±6.9 25.35+0.07−0.09 6.16 1961±127 12.6±1.1 17 517 49.6
S 177.81 -28.19 20.4±4.8 25.07+0.10−0.12 5.24 1669±127 9.8±1.0 16 2854 71.5
PSZ1 G096+24 N 284.15 +66.44 7.1±1.8 24.34+0.10−0.13 2.73 731±107 3.6±0.6 14 985 75.4
S 284.18 +66.33 13.0±3.0 24.60+0.09−0.12 3.50 938±107 5.9±0.8 24 850 75.3
PSZ1 G108-11 NE 350.72 +48.82 60.8±7.6 25.38+0.06−0.07 5.13 1471±115 10.2±1.0 16 1353 89.6
SW 350.56 +48.66 43.4±6.7 25.23+0.07−0.08 3.80 1091±115 11.4±1.1 39 2069 70.9
RXC J0225-29 36.47 -29.61 31.2±4.6 23.45+0.06−0.07 4.03 284±28 7.5±0.9 20 890 49.1
RXC J1053+54 163.21 +54.95 7.0±1.5 22.93+0.08−0.10 2.54 203±32 2.8±0.5 23 738 88.3
RXC J1314-25 E 198.70 -25.26 13.4±2.5 24.42+0.08−0.09 4.36 1016±93 4.8±0.7 12 975 69.3
W 198.58 -25.26 26.9±4.6 24.72+0.07−0.08 4.50 1049±93 8.2±0.9 22 483 69.1
ZwCl 0008+52 E 3.11 +52.61 33.8±7.9 23.97+0.09−0.12 9.49 1079±45 16.0±1.3 4 1200 87.0
W 2.79 +52.51 9.8±2.7 23.43+0.11−0.14 3.57 406±45 5.7±0.7 23 328 85.3
ZwCl 2341+00 a 355.95 +0.23 14.0±3.5 24.53+0.10−0.13 3.57 887±99 7.2±0.8 44 1293 79.8
c 355.91 +0.35 9.0±1.9 24.34+0.08−0.11 2.72 675±99 3.7±0.6 22 557 72.7
1RXS J0603+42 S 90.90 +42.17 6.2±1.3 23.99+0.08−0.10 1.66 362±87 2.5±0.5 74 1005 6.0
SW 90.94 +42.22 5.7±1.6 23.96+0.11−0.14 3.01 655±87 3.3±0.6 13 1247 89.4
Toothbrush 90.82 +42.30 289.3±30.7 25.66+0.04−0.05 8.82 1915±87 22.7±1.5 6 1132 58.8
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sured, and (iv) if the relic is too extended it could not be
fully recovered due to missing short spacings in the interfer-
ometer. The NVSS was carried out with the Very Large Ar-
ray (VLA) in D and DnC configurations, hence, the largest
possible angular scale accessible to the survey is 970 arcsec2.
Therefore, for clusters at redshift z . 0.05, relics are too ex-
tended for a reliable flux density measurement, i.e. they are
“resolved out”. We note, however, that even at the largest
angular scale configurations, still less than 50% of the ob-
ject’s flux is collected by the interferometer. As a result,
somewhat less extended sources may still not be fully recov-
ered (Farnsworth et al. 2013). In fact, for the extended relics
in Abell 2256, Abell 115 and CIZA 2242+53, we measure less
flux in NVSS than reported in the literature (see Fig. 2).
2.2.1 Flux density, size and area
For each individual island, we measure the total solid angle,
Ω, from the sum of its constituent pixels. We also determine
the largest angular size (LAS), θLAS, using the smallest en-
closing circle. From the latter, we also derive the LLS of
the islands adopting our fiducial cosmology. To determine
the flux density, S1.4, one has to sum the surface bright-
ness over all pixels across the island and then divide by the
beam solid angle. In radioastronomy, the latter is commonly
defined as
Ωbeam =
1
ln 2
ΩFWHM =
1
ln 2
pi
4
θ2FWHM , (1)
where ΩFWHM is the restoring beam solid angle and θFWHM
its associated angular scale. For simplicity, we adopt an an-
gular scale of 45 arcsec for the restoring beam width of the
survey even if there are small variations across the large
sky area covered by NVSS. Since the beam has a Gaussian
shape, the maximum flux density of an island can be related
to its solid angle by
S1.4,max(Ω) = IthΩbeam
{
exp
(
Ω
Ωbeam
)
− 1
}
. (2)
To avoid including very small islands that might be
governed by noise, we discard all objects with a flux den-
sity below S1.4,min = 8 × σNVSS, i.e. 3.6 mJy. This value
has been chosen to obtain reliable flux measurements while
keeping the maximum number of islands possible. From the
flux density of each island we also derive its radio luminos-
ity, P1.4, assuming an average spectral index of −1.2 for the
k-correction.
2.2.2 Shape, position and orientation
We quantify the shape and orientation of islands via image
moments, which are commonly used to characterize images
(Stobie 1980; Bertin & Arnouts 1996). First, we determine
the emission-weighted centre, (xc, yc), of each island. Then,
the central moment, µpq, of order p+ q can be computed as
µpq =
∑
(i,j)∈island
(xi − xc)p(yj − yc)qIij , (3)
2 science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/docs/manuals/oss/performance/
resolution
where (xi, yj) and Iij are the coordinates and surface bright-
ness of the pixels, respectively. We describe the shape s of
the relic through the ratio
s ≡ λ2/λ1, (4)
where λ1 and λ2 are the first and second eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix
1
µ00
(
µ20 µ11
µ11 µ02
)
. (5)
As an example, we note that idealized linear and circular ob-
jects would have shape parameters of s = 0, 1, respectively.
It is evident that the shape of the manually defined relic
regions might have some effect on the relic shape. Neverthe-
less, we checked that the impact of the latter is negligible.
To characterize the location of islands within their
host galaxy clusters, we measure their projected distance,
Dproj ≡ |rcc|, where rcc denotes the position vector joining
the cluster and island centres. For the cluster centres, we
adopt positions from the SIMBAD catalogue (Wenger et al.
2000). We note, however, that these positions are not homo-
geneously determined, some being derived from the X-ray
surface brightness distribution and others via the cluster SZ
effect.
Additionally, we determine the orientation of the relic
with respect to the cluster. The first eigenvector of the co-
variance matrix, v1, is parallel to the major axis of the radio
island. Hence, the angle between v1 and the position vector
rcc, i.e.
φ = ∠(v1, rcc), (6)
indicates how any given island is oriented within its host
galaxy cluster, where radial and tangential elongations are
given by the angles φ = 0◦ and 90◦, respectively (see purple
solid lines in Fig. 1).
2.2.3 Error estimates
We estimate the uncertainties of island flux densities, lumi-
nosities, sizes, projected distances and solid angles. In the
case of the flux, we take into account the three dominant
error sources contributing to the island flux measurement,
namely: (i) the image noise; (ii) the uncertainties caused by
point source subtraction, and (iii) the errors in the abso-
lute flux calibration. We simply assume that the flux of the
subtracted point sources, Sps, is uncertain by 5% and that
the absolute flux calibration is uncertain by 10%. Since the
errors are uncorrelated we estimate the flux density uncer-
tainty as
∆S1.4 =
√
(0.1S1.4)2 + (0.05Sps)2 + σ2NVSS
(
Ω
Ωbeam
)
.
The uncertainty of the luminosity is obtained by error
propagation of the flux density. We assume that measure-
ment of the LAS has an error of about half the beam width,
i.e. we take ∆θLAS = 0.4 arcmin. From this uncertainty we
compute the corresponding quantity for the LLS. For the
projected spatial distance, we simply assume a fiducial er-
ror of 100 kpc for all islands. This value is large enough to
encompass typical errors resulting from the measurement of
the images within the redshift range of the sample.
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Figure 3. Shape parameter, s ≡ λ2/λ1, versus the largest angu-
lar size, LAS, for NVSS relics. Symbol sizes are scaled according
to radio flux. Redshift bins are indicated using different colours.
The dashed line indicates the empirical relation s/LAS = 0.17.
2.3 Characterizing the relic samples
The measured parameters of all NVSS islands fulfilling our
selection criteria are listed in Table 2. To better characterize
the relic shape, in Fig. 3 we plot the shape parameter versus
the LAS for all NVSS islands (open circles).
As seen in the plot, the relic shape is anti-correlated
with the LAS, meaning that, the larger (smaller) the relic
is, the more elongated (roundish) results. Interestingly, there
are a few outliers to this relation that are clearly not frag-
ments of a larger relic. One quite roundish for its LAS is
the gischt candidate in Abell 1664, whose classification is
somewhat uncertain. This object shows an extended emis-
sion coming from the cluster periphery and no evidence of
a spectral break suggesting a gischt interpretation. How-
ever, the cluster’s cool core might be considered as an argu-
ment against an ongoing merger. Additionally, proximity to
a cluster member galaxy suggests that the relic could be a
lurking radio lobe; although deeper observations are needed
to confirm or discard the association (Kale & Dwarakanath
2012). Similarly, we also found a somewhat roundish island
in Abell 1351. In this cluster the ridge is difficult to disentan-
gle from the halo emission (Giacintucci et al. 2009). Another
example is the gischt double relic in MACS J1149+22, which
appears roundish in the NVSS images because the cluster is
rather distant and the brightness of the relics is low. The
most roundish object in the sample is the southern emis-
sion feature in the ‘Toothbrush’ cluster due to its unusual
compactness. For compact emission, the minimum LAS in-
troduced by the surface brightness limit given by Eq. 2 is
θLAS = 1.52 × θFWHM, which lies below the corresponding
angular scale of NVSS islands. A visual impression of the is-
lands can be seen in Fig. 4 where four extreme cases drawn
from the shape-LAS correlation are presented.
In general, we find that there are only a few islands
Figure 4. Relic examples drawn from the s−LAS correlation
(shown in boldface in Fig. 3): 1RXS J0603 S: most roundish
and compact object; A1664: largest outlier; RXC J0225: object
with median s/LAS, and ZwCl 0008 E: most elongated object.
Relic regions are indicated by white solid lines.
with s/θLAS > 0.17 (see dashed line in Fig. 3). We consider
this ratio as an empirical detection limit in NVSS, possi-
bly caused by the fact that point-like sources are usually
not classified as radio relics. For instance, relics in distant
clusters may have escaped attention in systematic searches
based on NVSS, as they might appear as faint point sources
in the radio maps. Therefore, in what follows, we use the
ratio s/θLAS = 0.17 to distinguish between ‘small-roundish’
and ‘elongated’ objects. We stress that this distinction will
be particularly important when discussing the simulated
mock relic sample (see Section 4).
2.4 NVSS completeness
Fig. 5 shows the cumulative number of clusters hosting relics
versus their total radio flux for the NVSS sample (solid line).
For future reference, the cumulative counts of the ‘elon-
gated’ simulated cluster sample are also shown (shaded re-
gions). These curves represent full-sky extrapolations com-
puted from a set of MUSIC-2 mock cluster samples. A de-
tailed discussion concerning the generation of mock cata-
logues and relic abundance is postponed until Sections 4.1
and 4.5, respectively. We note that the total radio flux of
all galaxy clusters, both in observations and mocks, is com-
puted adding all diffuse emission coming from their associ-
ated islands.
As seen in Fig. 5, the NVSS curve rapidly flattens below
a flux value of about 10 mJy. Several effects may contribute
to this behaviour. The most obvious is related to detection
limit: to be observed, an object’s surface brightness has to be
larger than the threshold, Ith. For instance, a relic covered
by 10 beams has to have, at least, a flux density larger than
9 mJy to be listed in Table 2. It is also possible that faint
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Figure 5. Cumulative number of clusters versus total radio flux
density. The cluster flux density is computed adding the contri-
bution of all individual islands obtained from the image analysis
described in Section 2.2. Shown are the NVSS (solid line), idem
but only for clusters above the X-ray luminosity completeness
limit of the MUSIC-2 simulation (dashed line; see Section 3.1),
and the latter including a correction for sky incompleteness (red
line). Shaded regions indicate the mean and standard deviation
for a set of MUSIC-2 trials (see Section 4.1).
relics could reside in low-mass clusters that have not been
identified yet. In Nuza et al. (2012) we estimated that about
50% of relics with a flux density below 10 mJy may reside
in clusters below the detection limit of the REFLEX cluster
sample. This supports the idea that a significant fraction of
them still remains unobserved.
In addition to the latter, some relics may escape dis-
covery for other reasons, including: confusion due to bright
objects; the presence of a radio halo close to the relic posi-
tion; low surface brightness as a result of the very extended
emission of close-by objects; roundish morphology when lo-
cated in distant clusters, or simply misclassification, e.g. the
relic is too small and is located close to the cluster centre.
Despite all these biases, it is evident that the NVSS com-
pleteness will mainly depend on relic flux density. It is rea-
sonable to think that objects having flux of about 100 mJy
are almost all detected. However, one has to be cautious, yet
a few relics of this class do not have been discovered until
recently (e.g., PSZ1 G108−11).
3 RADIO RELICS IN A COSMOLOGICAL
SIMULATION
3.1 Simulated galaxy clusters
In this work, we use the non-radiative MUSIC-2 galaxy clus-
ter sample3 of Sembolini et al. (2013) to generate a set of
synthetic radio relic observations that can be compared with
3 music.ft.uam.es
Figure 6. Cumulative number of clusters hosting radio relics
versus cluster X-ray luminosity. The original (solid line) and ex-
pected (red solid line) NVSS samples are also shown. The latter
has been obtained after correcting the original NVSS counts by
sky incompleteness as explained in the text. Shaded regions indi-
cate the mean and standard deviation of a set of MUSIC-2 trials
(see Section 4.1) for a total radio flux above the effective lower
limit of the NVSS.
the NVSS images. The galaxy cluster sample consists of 282
regions hosting a massive galaxy cluster extracted from the
multidark N -body cosmological simulation (Prada et al.
2012). This simulation is performed within the context of
the concordance cosmology and comprises a comoving vol-
ume of 1 h−3 Gpc3. Specifically, the adopted cosmological
parameters correspond to a flat universe with a matter den-
sity of ΩM = 0.27, a baryon density of Ωb = 0.0469, an
amplitude of mass fluctuations of σ8 = 0.82, a scalar spec-
tral index of n = 0.95 and h = 0.7, i.e. the Hubble constant
amounts to 70 km s−1 Mpc−1.
The zooming technique (Klypin et al. 2001) was used
to produce the initial conditions (ICs) necessary for the
resimulation of Lagrangian regions within a distance of
6 h−1 Mpc around the cluster mass centre at z = 0. The
ICs were evolved until the present time using the paral-
lel TreePM+SPH Gadget hydrodynamical code (Springel
2005). Additionally, haloes and subhaloes have been identi-
fied and characterized using the hybrid MPI+OpenMP par-
allel halo finder ahf (Knollmann & Knebe 2009). The mass
resolution of these high-resolution regions corresponds to a
dark-matter and gas particle mass of mDM = 9×108 h−1 M
and mg = 1.9× 108 h−1 M, respectively. This implies that
most of our resimulated massive clusters are typically de-
scribed with more than a million gas particles. The gravita-
tional softening length in the high-resolution zones was set
to 6 h−1 kpc both for the gas and dark matter particles.
Several low mass clusters have been found close to the
most massive systems in our sample. Therefore, the to-
tal number of resimulated clusters considerable exceeds the
number of selected cluster volumes. In total, the MUSIC-
2 sample contains 535 clusters with Mvir > 10
14 h−1 M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and more than 2000 group-like objects with virial masses in
the range 1013 − 1014 h−1 M at z = 0. Although most of
these systems are located outside the virial radius (Rvir) of
our target galaxy clusters any possible interaction between
them is consistently described by our simulations.
The cumulative mass function of the cluster sample be-
tween redshifts 0 6 z 6 1 can be seen in Fig. 2 of Sem-
bolini et al. (2013). The mass completeness limit of the
MUSIC-2 data set goes from 4.5 × 1014 h−1 M at z = 1
to 8.5 × 1014 h−1 M at z = 0 (see their Table 1). Since
the progenitors of the clusters are also included in the
analysis, the final sample is effectively complete at some-
what lower masses. Here, we adopt a low-mass threshold of
5.5× 1014 h−1 M.
In what follows, we consider the whole set
of 282 resimulated galaxy cluster volumes at
eight different times corresponding to redshifts of
z = 0, 0.11, 0.25, 0.33, 0.43, 0.67, 1, 1.50, thus producing
a catalogue of 2256 outputs.
3.2 Cluster X-ray luminosity
One of the most evident observational features of galaxy
clusters is their extended X-ray emission. To compare the
simulated clusters with those hosting an NVSS relic it is
necessary to assign X-ray luminosities to the simulations.
We avoid computing it directly from the simulated galaxy
clusters since the non-radiative nature of MUSIC-2 would
bias the total luminosity towards artificial higher values. In-
stead, we use an empirical scaling relation linking the clus-
ter mass to the total X-ray output. We need to compute the
rest-frame emission in the 0.1 − 2.4 keV energy band, as in
the case of the observed galaxy clusters listed in Table 1. To
this end, we adopt the scaling relation given by Bo¨hringer
et al. (2014)
L500,0.1−2.4
1044 h−270 erg s−1
=
0.1175 E(z)α
h2−α100
(
M200
1014 h−170 M
)α
, (7)
where α = 1.51, E(z) =
√
ΩM(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ and M200 is
the cumulative cluster mass within R200, i.e. the radius for
which the overdensity is 200 times the critical density of the
universe. For simplicity, throughout this paper, we will use
LX instead of L500,0.1−2.4 to indicate cluster X-ray luminosi-
ties within R500 in the 0.1− 2.4 keV band.
We note that MUSIC-2 clusters are characterized by
their virial masses, although masses at different radii are
also available. Therefore, to evaluate this scaling relation, we
use the M200 value corresponding to each cluster. If M200 is
not available, which only happens a few times per snapshot,
we estimate M200 from the virial mass. For the cosmological
parameters adopted in our simulations, the cumulative den-
sity contrast with respect to the critical density of the uni-
verse at the radius of virialization is approximately ∆ = 100
at z = 0. To convert between M∆ and M200 we assume an
NFW profile adopting the halo concentrations of Duffy et al.
(2008).
Using this scaling for the effective mass completeness
given in the previous section, we estimate that the simu-
lated cluster sample is complete for X-ray luminosities above
2.6 × 1044 erg s−1, adopting an average redshift of z = 0.3.
This result evidently agrees with the comparison of the num-
ber of clusters in the NVSS and MUSIC-2 samples. This is
shown in Fig. 6, where we plot the cumulative number of
clusters hosting radio relics as a function of X-ray luminos-
ity. The curves corresponding to the NVSS and MUSIC-2
samples start to flatten at an X-ray luminosity of about
3×1044 erg s−1 in agreement with the X-ray limit estimated
above. More details concerning this figure will be presented
in Section 4.5 where we will discuss on the relic abundance.
3.3 Shock finder algorithm
We identify shock fronts in the simulated galaxy clusters at
all available redshifts following Hoeft et al. (2008) and Nuza
et al. (2012). In this section, we present a brief description
of the shock detection scheme.
For every gas particle we evaluate the pressure gradient
and define its shock normal as n ≡ −∇P/|∇P |. We then
search for true shocks by imposing the following conditions:
(i) ∇ · v < 0, (ii) ρu < ρd and (iii) Su < Sd, where v is
the velocity field, ρ is the gas density and S is its entropy
for the upstream and downstream regions respectively. To
determine the Mach number we use the Rankine-Hugoniot
equations for hydrodynamical shocks (see e.g., Landau &
Lifshitz 1959) for each one of the above conditions and then
take the minimum resulting value as a conservative estimate.
This is done in order to avoid an overestimation of the Mach
number that could lead to strong spurious radio emission.
3.4 Magnetic field model
Very little is known about the strength and structure of mag-
netic fields in radio relics. One of the most stringent lower
limits for the field strength has been derived by Nakazawa
et al. (2009) for the relic in A3667. Based on upper limits
of the IC emission from the relic region they concluded that
the field strength must exceed 1.6 µG. In radio relics, mag-
netic fields could be dominated by those generally present in
the ICM and then compressed by the shock front. In addi-
tion, the field might be amplified, for instance, by upstream
instabilities (Guo et al. 2014a) or downstream turbulence
(Donnert et al. 2016).
It is beyond the scope of this work to model relic
magnetic fields in detail. Therefore, we adopt a simple
parametrization linking the magnetic field strength B to the
local electron density ne. Following Nuza et al. (2012), we
assume a scaling of the form
B = B0
( ne
10−4 cm−3
)η
, (8)
in agreement with previous works (see e.g., Dolag et al. 2001;
Stasyszyn et al. 2010). The parameters adopted correspond
to the best-fitting model of Bonafede et al. (2010) for the
Coma cluster, i.e. B0 = 0.8µG and η = 1/2. These val-
ues lead to magnetic field strengths of the order of 1 µG in
cluster outskirts. It is worth noting that the field strength
adopted here is generally below the lower limits derived by
Nakazawa et al. (2009) for A3667 and van Weeren et al.
(2010) for the ‘Sausage’ relic, namely 1.6 and 5 µG respec-
tively. However, the field strength parameter B0 and the
electron acceleration efficiency in our model (see below) are
basically degenerated in radio luminosity. This implies that,
if magnetic field strengths in relics are higher than adopted
here, the true acceleration efficiency will be lower.
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3.5 Lighting up the shocks
As for the magnetic field, our knowledge about the origin
and acceleration mechanism of the relativistic electrons that
give rise to the observable synchrotron emission is incom-
plete. It is generally assumed that diffusive shock acceler-
ation (DSA) at the merger shock fronts leads to the rela-
tivistic energies of the ‘observable’ electrons, although many
details of the acceleration mechanism are under discussion.
For instance, pre-existing populations of cosmic ray elec-
trons may significantly enhance the acceleration efficiency
(Kang et al. 2012). Alternatively, shock drift acceleration
may result in an efficient mechanism to accelerate electrons
at low Mach number shocks (Guo et al. 2014a).
Since up to now the details of the acceleration mecha-
nism are unknown, we follow the general framework of Hoeft
& Bru¨ggen (2007). This model is based on two main assump-
tions: (i) the slope of the energy distribution of the accel-
erated electrons follows the predictions of test particle DSA
and (ii) only a fixed fraction, ξe, of the energy dissipated at
the shock front is used to accelerate the electrons. The re-
sulting spectrum of relativistic electrons may be considered
as the average outcome of an acceleration process that is,
in detail, much more complicated than test particle DSA.
Hoeft & Bru¨ggen (2007) compute the total radio emission
coming from a shock assuming that electrons accelerated
at the front are advected with the downstream plasma. In
this region, electrons loose energy via synchrotron and IC
emission, the latter being caused by collisions with cosmic
microwave background (CMB) photons.
As a result, the total radio luminosity is given by a few
parameters, namely, the Mach number of the shock and the
thermodynamical properties and magnetic field strength of
the downstream plasma. For the smoothed-particle hydro-
dynamics (SPH) particles we identify those that are located
at a shock front using the shock finder described above. Since
the cooling of electrons takes place on much smaller length
scales than is possible to resolve, we can attribute the entire
radio luminosity of simulated relics to SPH particles at the
shock front. Therefore, the output radio luminosity per unit
frequency contributed by every shocked particle will also be
related to its associated shock area element. The radio power
per unit frequency contributed by an SPH gas particle i can
be written as
Pν,i = 6.4× 1034 erg s−1 Hz−1 Ai
Mpc2
ne,i
10−4cm−3
× ξe
0.05
( ν
1.4 GHz
)− si
2
(
Td,i
7 keV
) 3
2
(9)
× (Bd,i/µG)
1+
si
2
(BCMB/µG)2 + (Bd,i/µG)2
Ψ(Mi),
where Ai represents the surface area associated with the par-
ticle, ne,i is the electron density, ξe is the electron accelera-
tion efficiency, si is the slope of electron energy distribution
as given by DSA, Td,i is the post-shock temperature, Bd,i is
the post-shock magnetic field, BCMB is the magnetic mea-
sure of the CMB energy density and Ψ(Mi) is a function
that depends on the shock strength. The area correspond-
ing to each SPH particle is proportional to the square of the
smoothing length divided by the number of particles within
the kernel. The electron acceleration efficiency denotes the
fraction of energy dissipated at the shock front that is trans-
ferred to suprathermal particles. We note that, in practice,
this parameter acts as a normalization factor that does not
depend on the strength of the shock. The latter is taken
into account by the Ψ(Mi) function that, for weak shocks
in the range Mi & 2−4, gives an additional factor of about
0.01−0.5 (see Fig. 4 of Hoeft & Bru¨ggen 2007). Shock fronts
with lower Mach numbers have, in general, very low radio
luminosities due to the steep decline of Ψ(Mi). Within this
context, an effective Mach-dependent acceleration efficiency
can be constructed as the product of these two quantities,
i.e., ξ′e(M) ≡ ξeΨ(M). The interested reader is referred to
Hoeft & Bru¨ggen (2007) and Hoeft et al. (2008) for more
details concerning our radio emission scenario.
The combination of shock finder, magnetic field pre-
scription and radio luminosity model allows us to ‘illu-
minate’ merger shocks in the simulation. Although this
model clearly simplifies the complex processes taking place
in relics, it allows us to estimate the position and morphol-
ogy of merger shocks in our cosmological simulation in a
way that suits our needs. Throughout this paper, we as-
sume ξe = 5 × 10−5 as a working efficiency value that is
enough to reproduce the number of NVSS clusters with
S1.4,tot = 100 mJy and is also consistent with the findings
of Nuza et al. (2012). A more detailed discussion concerning
relic abundance will be presented in Section 4.5.
3.6 Mock cluster and radio relic observations
Our aim is to produce a set of mock relics that can be used
to study the properties predicted by our model, as well as to
compare results with available observations. Here, the mock
instrumental parameters will be chosen to resemble those of
an NVSS-like survey, as described in Section 2.2. Therefore,
in what follows, we will consider an observational frequency
of νobs = 1.4 GHz, a telescope beam size of 45 arcsec and a
survey sensitivity of σNVSS = 0.45 mJy beam
−1.
We generate a set of synthetic observations for the
galaxy clusters in our sample from surface brightness maps
obtained by projecting all cluster radio emission inside
2 × Rvir on to a plane. In all cases, the rest frame radio
frequency has been k-corrected to obtain our mock obser-
vations at frequency νobs. To produce radio images resem-
bling those obtained by actual radio telescopes all projected
emission has been convolved with a Gaussian filter at a scale
θFWHM that corresponds to the beam size resolution at the
given redshift of the cluster. Then, the emission has been
converted into flux per beam. We identify island boundaries
using 2 × σNVSS contour lines and discard all islands with
a flux below 8 × σNVSS = 3.6 mJy, as done for the NVSS
sample.
In our images, the X-ray emission of the clusters is
shown as colour-coded maps. The X-ray luminosity of each
particle has been computed using the software xspec adopt-
ing a Mekal emission model. We note that X-ray maps are
only used to illustrate the dynamical state of the cluster and
no attempt is made of computing the emission directly from
the simulations. This is due to the fact that non-radiative
simulations tend to overestimate the bremsstrahlung lumi-
nosity output since they lack the necessary energy feedback
to lower the ICM gas density (Nagai et al. 2007).
Fig. 7 shows some examples of relics found in the
MUSIC-2 cluster sample that are ‘observed’ assuming NVSS
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Figure 7. Examples of mock radio relic observations for clusters at different redshifts. The colour scale indicates the X-ray surface
brightness of simulated clusters. Synthetic relic surface brightness at 1.4 GHz observing frequency is shown using contours drawn at
[2, 4, 8, 16, ...] × σNVSS with σNVSS = 0.45 mJy beam−1. Every panel spans a proper area of 4 × 4 Mpc2 whereas the filled white circles
indicate the FWHM beam area. A large morphological diversity of relics can be observed.
specifications. All clusters show clear evidence of recent
merger activity in the X-ray surface brightness distribution.
Some of these clusters host single, double or more irregular
relic structures. For instance, clusters ‘C’, ‘F’, and ‘K’, show
nice double gischt morphologies as those found in observa-
tions. Very often the two cores of the progenitor clusters are
well visible in the X-ray maps. An spectacular example of a
single relic is shown in cluster ‘G’. Large extended objects
are also seen at high redshift, an example of which is cluster
‘M’ that hosts a quasi-linear radio structure of about 1 Mpc
long at z = 0.405. Other clusters show that radio relic mor-
phologies may significantly deviate from classical textbook
examples, i.e. elongated structures tangentially oriented in
the cluster outskirts. For instance, the relic in cluster ‘B’ is
located very close to the cluster centre with a morphology re-
sembling the enigmatic object found in Abell 523. Another
example is the complex relic in cluster ‘D’, which is not
at all positioned along the apparent merger axis. Complex
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Figure 8. Left-hand panel: Idem as Fig. 7 for mock observations of one of the simulated clusters at z = 0.15 and four different rotation
angles, αrot. Also shown is the shape parameter of the largest relic in each panel. Right-hand panel: From top to bottom: flux density,
projected distance, largest linear size, and shape parameter of the largest relic island as a function of rotation angle. The vertical dashed
lines indicate the rotation angles shown in the left-hand panel.
merger scenarios can give rise to peculiar emission features
such as those seen in cluster ‘A’. Moreover, a line-of-sight
along the merger axis, or close, can reveal how relic surfaces
can break into several pieces, as shown, e.g., in cluster ‘E’.
Finally, small and/or poorly resolved emission features typ-
ically appear as more roundish objects as in clusters ‘J’, ‘L’
and ‘P’.
We speculate that a significant fraction of the roundish-
like islands are caused by spurious effects in the simulation,
with possibly several origins. The simulation has been car-
ried out without any heating of the ICM except for the dis-
sipation of structure formation shocks. It is known that this
kind of treatment underestimates the temperature of the
ICM, most significantly in the cluster centre. Therefore, ow-
ing to the lower sound speed, fast moving dense clumps may
more easily generate a small shock. Moreover, since SPH is
intrinsically noisy and the Mach number depends in a very
non-linear way on the particle properties, one may also find
some outliers. Fig. 8 shows how the morphology and other
island parameters change with viewing angle. To study this,
we have rotated one of the clusters in our MUSIC-2 set along
the vertical axis. We plot four panels, one for each rotation
angle. This particular example consists of a large linear gis-
cht structure of about 1.2 Mpc long located at about 0.9
Mpc from the cluster centre when the relic is seen edge-
on, i.e. αrot = 0
◦. A hint of a second relic structure in the
opposite side of the cluster can also be seen. This scenario
changes dramatically when rotating the cluster. The right-
hand panel of Fig. 8 plots the evolution of several island pa-
rameters for the main relic as a function of rotation angle.
As expected, radio flux, projected distance and LLS decrease
as the rotation angle tends to 90◦. The opposite is true for
the shape parameter, meaning that, when the relic is seen
face-on, its shape appears rounder to the observer. More-
over, when the projected contours of the two radio features
merge (separate) at αrot ≈ 80◦ (105◦) there are clear discon-
tinuities in the island parameters. These results show that
special care must be taken when interpreting observations
as projection effects can significantly affect the location and
morphological properties of relics.
We find that the MUSIC-2 cluster sample leads to a
large variety of radio relics, covering textbook examples of
single and double relics to systems with a very peculiar mor-
phology. In the next section, we will use these relics to sta-
tistically compare their location, morphology and emission
properties with those found in NVSS.
4 PROPERTIES OF THE SAMPLES
Many spectacular radio relics have been observed and their
properties studied in considerable detail. However, we can
still only speculate if all relics are caused by merger shocks
in a homogeneous way. Here, we would like to know if the
radio luminosities of relics found in NVSS, their relation to
the X-ray cluster luminosity, their size, morphology and lo-
cation within galaxy clusters can be reproduced by the relics
identified in the MUSIC-2 cluster sample. The location, size
and morphology of the simulated relics are determined by
the shock fronts. Hence, both the merger history of galaxy
clusters and the evolution of the ICM determine their prop-
erties within this scenario.
4.1 Constructing a representative cluster sample
First of all, we need to remember that the sample of relics
identified in NVSS is flux limited, besides other limitations
discussed in Section 2.4. Since the number of known relics is
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Figure 9. Shape parameter, s ≡ λ2/λ1, versus the largest angular size, LAS, for the NVSS (open circles) and MUSIC-2 (filled circles)
relic samples. Symbol sizes are scaled according to radio flux. Redshift bins are indicated using different colours. We distinguish the
‘elongated’ from the ‘small-roundish’ islands using the empirical criterion s/LAS < 0.17 (see dashed line).
still small we cannot easily derive a volume limited sample
comprising a sufficient large number of relics by considering
only a small redshift range. Therefore, in our modelling of
relic observations we reproduce the NVSS flux limited sam-
ple.
Radio relics in the redshift interval z ∈ [zi, zi+1] are
located within a comoving volume of
Vc(zi, zi+1) =
4pi
3
(
R3c(zi+1)−R3c(zi)
)
, (10)
where Rc denotes the comoving radial distance and a flat
universe is assumed. In order to generate the mock relic
sample we proceed as follows. We define a sequence of shells
around the observer with comoving volumes according to
Eq. 10. For each redshift interval, we take the snapshot of
the simulation with the closest redshift to the shell mean
value. The ratio of the shell volume to the simulation one
determines how many clusters from the MUSIC-2 sample
should be chosen to ‘populate’ the shell. Then, we randomly
pick these clusters from the sample.
Since the redshift distribution within the shell is not
uniform, the redshift of the selected cluster is randomly
chosen from the [zi, zi+1] interval assuming a probability
proportional to the comoving volume. Therefore, the nor-
malized probability density of finding a cluster at redshift z
within the shell can be written as
P(z) = 1
Vc(zi, zi+1)
dVc(0, z)
dz
. (11)
The cluster selection procedure implies that only a few
clusters are finally drawn from simulation snapshots at low
redshifts. At higher redshifts the situation is different. For
example, the simulation snapshot at z = 0.43 serves as a
proxy for the redshift interval z ∈ [0.38, 0.55]. In this case,
the comoving volume of the shell amounts to 23.4 Gpc3, in-
dicating that every cluster in this snapshot needs to enter
many times in the sample. To avoid duplicating the same
relic parameters, we randomly rotate the clusters in every
iteration (see Fig. 8 for the effect of rotation on the relic
properties such as morphology and flux). The fact that clus-
ters at z & 0.5 enter the sample a few tens of times shows the
need of a large simulation volume for our purpose. In this
respect, the cosmological box and simulation technique of
the MUSIC-2 set turn out to be a good compromise: at the
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Figure 10. Redshift distribution of the NVSS and ‘elongated’
relic samples (hashed and blue histograms, respectively).
mean redshift of our radio relic samples, i.e. z ∼ 0.2 − 0.3,
clusters enter in the mock catalogues only a few times at
maximum, while the zoomed method permits us to resolve
the shock fronts in a reasonable way.
As a result of this approach, the resulting mock relic
sample will represent a unique realization of the selection
process and, therefore, relic properties will depend on which
clusters are finally included in the sample. Then, if required,
we can average over several realisations, e.g. to get mean
number counts that can be compared to observations. In
what follows, we start by contrasting the properties of is-
lands before considering the abundance and flux distribution
of the relic sample.
4.2 The radio islands
In Section 2.2 we have shown that relics, more precisely the
radio emission islands, found in the NVSS images show a
strong correlation between shape and the largest angular
size (LAS). As a first step of our comparison, we investigate
if the NVSS island sample shows a similar correlation. As a
reminder, we summarize the relic selection criteria consid-
ered in our NVSS sample: (i) all islands with a flux below
8 × σNVSS = 3.6 mJy are discarded since image noise may
have a significant impact on their morphology, and (ii) clus-
ters at z < 0.05 are also discarded since, at these redshifts,
the recovery of relics with a typical extent of 1 Mpc already
starts to be affected by the inner uv-gap of the VLA D con-
figuration.
We can now discuss the results of Fig. 9. This plot shows
the distribution of shape parameter versus LAS for both
samples. Evidently, the mock sample displays a similar (anti-
)correlation as observations. In contrast with the NVSS
relics, the simulated sample shows many objects above the
empirical threshold s/LAS = 0.17. In the following analysis,
Figure 11. Solid angle, Ω, versus the largest angular size,
LAS, for the NVSS and mock samples. Shown are the NVSS is-
lands (open circles) and the ‘elongated’ (filled circles) and ‘small-
roundish’ (light filled circles) mock relic samples. Symbol sizes
for the NVSS and ‘elongated’ samples are scaled according to ra-
dio flux. In all cases, redshift bins are indicated using different
colours. For reference, the relation for a circular object is shown
as a dashed line.
we subdivide the simulated relics into ‘small-roundish’ and
‘elongated’ samples that comprise the islands above and be-
low the threshold, respectively. When comparing to NVSS
data we will consider only the ‘elongated’ sample since the
small-roundish objects are mostly found in the mock obser-
vations (see the discussion in Section 5).
It is interesting to note, however, that the mock relic
sample shows only very few large roundish objects that may
originate from relics seen face-on. It has been speculated
that some giant radio haloes, which are centred on the X-ray
cluster emission and follow its morphology, might result from
radio relics seen perfectly face-on. Our simulation confirms
that such a situation is very rare and cannot significantly
contaminate the giant halo sample.
The redshift distribution of NVSS and ‘elongated’ relics
is shown in Fig. 10. To compare with NVSS data in an un-
biased way, we need to exclude the ‘small-roundish’ islands.
Both distributions are quite similar with mean redshift val-
ues of 0.23 and 0.21 for the simulated and NVSS samples,
respectively. The main difference between the two is that
we find a smaller relic fraction in the mock sample at low
redshift. This can be explained by the fact that many low-
redshift relics in NVSS reside in low-mass clusters, which
are not included in MUSIC-2. However, at z ∼ 0.4− 0.5 we
find a higher relic fraction in comparison with observations.
We speculate that this is caused by the fact that some high-
redshift relics in NVSS may escape discovery since their host
galaxy clusters are too faint in X-ray to be identified: most
of the observed clusters are above the ROSAT X-ray flux
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Figure 12. Average surface brightness versus solid angle, Ω, for
the relic samples. Shown are the NVSS islands (open circles) and
the ‘elongated’ (filled circles) and ‘small-roundish’ (light filled cir-
cles) mock relic samples. Symbol sizes for the NVSS and ‘elon-
gated’ samples are scaled according to radio flux. In all cases,
redshift bins are indicated using different colours. For reference,
limits associated with the observation process are also drawn,
namely, the maximum flux given by Eq. 2 (red dashed line); the
cut associated with the minimum flux density condition of an
island, i.e. S1.4,min = 8×σNVSS (blue dashed line), and the min-
imum possible surface brightness of a beam, i.e 2× σNVSS (black
dashed line), where σNVSS is the NVSS sensitivity.
detection limit. In Sections 4.3 and 4.5, we will give more
details concerning this point.
Fig. 11 shows the correlation between solid angle and
LAS for the mock (filled circles) and NVSS (open circles)
samples. Unless otherwise stated, besides the ‘elongated’
simulated sample, in what follows we will also show the
‘small-roundish’ islands using lighter colours. For compar-
ison, the relation for a circle, Ωcirc, is shown as a dashed
line. As seen in the figure, the NVSS and ‘elongated’ sam-
ples show a similar distribution. In particular, the mean solid
angles of the distributions are essentially the same but the
LAS are slightly higher in the NVSS case. For the NVSS
sample the filling factor, Ω/Ωcirc, amounts to about 35%.
Fig. 12 shows the average surface brightness versus the
solid angle of the islands. The ‘elongated’ and NVSS scatter
plots nicely match, being their median surface brightnesses
2.46 and 2.40 mJy beam−1, respectively. The lowest possible
surface brightness is set by the adopted island boundary, i.e.
2 × σNVSS (black dashed line). The Gaussian smoothing in
both the NVSS images and the mock observations imposes
a maximum surface brightness as a function of solid angle
given by Eq. 2 (red dashed line). Finally, an additional limit
comes from our restriction to consider only islands above 8×
σNVSS (blue dashed line). These conditions evidently limit
the observed surface brightness. Still, it is remarkable that
both the NVSS and mock island samples reside in a narrow
range of average brightness. This fact may reflect that relics
are not compact: even if they comprise bright areas, there
are also regions with low surface brightness (see e.g., the
‘Toothbrush’ relic in Fig. 1). As a result, the deeper the
observations are, the more extended the relics may become.
Many authors have reported a correlation between radio
power and LLS of relics (e.g., Feretti et al. 2012; Bonafede
et al. 2012). Fig. 13 shows this correlation for the NVSS
and mock relic samples. The ‘elongated’ and NVSS sam-
ples agree reasonably well. As seen before for the LAS, the
‘elongated’ mock sample has slightly smaller sizes than ob-
servations, with a mean LLS value of 0.7 Mpc in comparison
to 0.82 Mpc for the NVSS. If one considers the whole mock
relic sample, many objects have radio powers above the me-
dian luminosity of the NVSS as a result of the more roundish
shape of some of the islands (see Fig. 11). To understand the
origin of this correlation, we estimate a lower flux density
limit for each redshift bin. To convert LLS into LAS, we
adopt the mean redshift of each bin. By using the solid an-
gle versus LAS correlation, we are able to obtain the average
area related to LLS. Since the flux density has to be larger
than 2 × σNVSS, we obtain a minimum flux limit that we
then convert into rest-frame radio luminosity (dashed-lines
colour-coded by redshift). We further indicate a diameter of
1.5×θFWHM adopting the corresponding mean redshift value
in each case (vertical solid lines). Basically, for each redshift
bin, all islands are above the derived lower-limit radio power
estimates. This indicates that the evident correlation be-
tween relic luminosity and LLS actually originates from the
fact that all observed relics display a similar average surface
brightness.
4.3 Relics in distant clusters
For each cluster, we determine its radio flux as the sum of all
island fluxes. Hence, we can investigate the X-ray flux versus
total radio flux correlation, which is shown in Fig. 14. The
X-ray flux is estimated from the luminosity via
FX =
LX(1 + z)
4pid2L
, (12)
where dL denotes the luminosity distance. For simplicity, we
do not consider here any k-correction.
It is very well visible in the plot, that some clusters are
‘aligned’. This is caused by the fact that we considered the
same simulation snapshot of a cluster multiple times, using
an arbitrary cluster rotation and a slightly different redshift
in every iteration. We note that this effect mainly occurs for
clusters in the ‘small-roundish’ sample as they enter more
times in the relic list as a result of their higher mean red-
shift. Interestingly, this shows that the 1h−1 Gpc simulation
box we are considering here is only marginally sufficient to
simulate radio relics in a representative cosmological volume
for the sensitivity limits applied.
Evidently, most of the clusters in the NVSS sample are
above or in the vicinity of the ROSAT detection limit. In
contrast, many of the clusters of the mock sample are sig-
nificantly below, which correspond to systems at redshift
z & 0.3. We note that the MUSIC-2 cluster sample com-
prises rather massive clusters, hence, a low X-ray flux can
only originate from distant clusters. The fact that the ‘small-
roundish’ sample has no NVSS counterpart and mainly pop-
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Figure 13. Radio power, P1.4, versus largest linear size, LLS, for the relic samples. Shown are the NVSS islands (open circles) and the
‘elongated’ (filled circles) and ‘small-roundish’ (light filled circles) mock relic samples. Symbol sizes for the NVSS and ‘elongated’ samples
are scaled according to radio flux. In all cases, redshift bins are indicated using different colours. For reference, redshift-dependent lower
limits for the flux density in the P1.4 − LLS plane are shown as colour-coded dashed lines (see text). Additionally, we also indicate the
corresponding spatial scales for 1.5× θFWHM at the same redshifts, where θFWHM is the NVSS beam angular size (vertical solid lines).
ulates distant clusters with low X-ray flux suggests that
those relics are notoriously difficult to discover: they are
small, faint and primarily reside in clusters not yet found.
As noted earlier, some of these objects might be spurious.
We will discuss this further below.
The correlation between radio power and cluster X-ray
luminosity is well known. We show the resulting scatter plot
for the NVSS and the mock relic samples in Fig. 15. For
comparison, we also include the best-fitting relation of de
Gasperin et al. (2014) after scaling cluster masses to the
virial radius (see Section 3.2) and transform to X-ray lu-
minosities using the mass-luminosity relation of Eq. 7. Also
shown are the limits arising from the flux density threshold
of 8 × σNVSS and the ROSAT X-ray flux limit by adopt-
ing the mean redshift of each bin. It is worth noting that
the ROSAT limit is not strict as several clusters below this
threshold are known to host relics. In any case, the latter
suggests that this correlation is to a large extent determined
by the detection thresholds.
4.4 Relic orientation and projected distance to
cluster centre
In Fig. 16 we study the relation between relic shape and
orientation. The latter is characterized by the angle φ be-
tween the position and elongation axis of relics as explained
in Section 2.2.2 (see also Fig. 1). The ‘elongated’ MUSIC-2
and observed relic samples display a very close agreement.
In general, symbols tend to cluster at larger orientation an-
gles, more significantly at φ & 70◦; evidently, this effect is
stronger at the lowest shape parameters. As shape values
increase (the ‘small-roundish’ MUSIC-2 sample is shown us-
ing grey filled circles), the clustering of data smooths out,
eventually turning into a uniform distribution that spans all
possible orientations. This is most evident at shape values
of λ2/λ1 & 0.6, as the islands become roundish and devoid
of any preferred orientation.
The angle and shape distributions for the ‘elongated’
and observed relic samples (upper and right-hand his-
tograms in Fig. 16) are also shown. In both cases, a simi-
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Figure 14. X-ray flux, FX , versus total radio flux, S1.4, for clus-
ters hosting relics. Shown are the NVSS clusters (open circles)
and those belonging to the ‘elongated’ (filled circles) and ‘small-
roundish’ (light filled circles) mock relic samples. Symbol sizes
for the NVSS and ‘elongated’ samples are scaled according to
radio power. In all cases, redshift bins are indicated using differ-
ent colours. The ROSAT flux limit is included here for reference
(dashed line).
larity between the simulated and observed distributions can
be seen. In particular, for the orientation angle distribution,
the simulated and observed histograms clearly peak towards
angles close to 90◦ confirming previous findings (van Weeren
et al. 2011c). The ‘elongated’ sample is in remarkable agree-
ment with NVSS observations supporting the idea that relic
orientation is indeed linked to the direction of the merging
structures. In particular, the median orientation angle for
the ‘elongated’ and NVSS samples is 〈φ〉 ' 69◦. In the same
line, mean shape values of both distributions are virtually
identical with 〈s〉 ' 0.31.
These results can be interpreted in a simple way: the
vast majority of the elongated structures are most likely
produced by mergers with low impact parameters (i.e., in
head-on collisions or close). In this case, pseudo-spherical
surfaces of shocked material sweeping the ICM are gener-
ated. When seeing edge-on, these surfaces are observed as
arc-like radio features perpendicular to the line joining the
relic and cluster centres. This is what one would expect for
shock fronts travelling outwards the merger’s axis direction.
Fig. 17 shows the LLS versus the projected distance,
Dproj. As before, upper and right-hand histograms of the
corresponding quantities are also presented. In MUSIC-2 we
obtain relics spanning similar sizes and projected locations
within galaxy clusters as those found in the NVSS sample.
However, the mock relics tend to be smaller and closer to
the cluster centre, which is more evident in the case of the
‘small-roundish’ sample. For the ‘elongated’ and NVSS sam-
ples the mean LLS values are 0.7 and 0.82 Mpc. In the case
Figure 15. Radio power, P1.4, versus X-ray luminosity, LX, for
clusters hosting relics. Shown are the NVSS clusters (open circles)
and those belonging to the ‘elongated’ (filled circles) and ‘small-
roundish’ (light filled circles) mock relic samples. Symbol sizes
for the NVSS and ‘elongated’ samples are scaled according to
radio flux. In all cases, redshift bins are indicated using different
colours. The radio and X-ray luminosity thresholds associated
with the minimum radio flux imposed to our samples, S1.4,min =
8×σNVSS (horizontal solid lines), and those corresponding to the
ROSAT flux limit (vertical solid lines) for different redshifts, are
also shown. For reference, we also include the de Gasperin et al.
(2014) relation after rescaling cluster masses to the virial radius
and transform to X-ray luminosity using Eq. 7 (dashed line).
of projected distances differences are higher with mean val-
ues of 0.71 and 1.07 Mpc, respectively. These discrepancies
become particularly striking when considering distant clus-
ters at z & 0.3, which could originate from the existence of
too compact clusters at higher redshifts in our simulations.
From the histograms of Fig. 17, it can be seen that the two
simulated distributions clearly peak towards smaller values
in comparison to the NVSS. A possible explanation of the
latter may be related to the lack of ICM heating in our sim-
ulations that could artificially increase the Mach number of
the shocks. However, further work is needed to decide on
this matter (see Section 5.2).
Our findings show that radio relics statistics are well
suited to investigate the evolution of the ICM, because the
Mach number is sensitive to the ICM temperature. We want
to stress that, observationally, relics are typically searched as
extended diffuse emission in the periphery of galaxy clusters.
Therefore, there might also be a classification bias in the
NVSS sample, causing that more centrally located objects
with the same physical origin as large peripheral relics, are
either not detected or not classified as such.
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Figure 16. Shape, s ≡ λ2/λ1, versus orientation angle within the cluster, φ, for the relic samples. Shown are the NVSS islands (open
circles) and the ‘elongated’ (blue filled circles) and ‘small-roundish’ (light filled circles) mock relic samples. Symbol sizes for the NVSS
and ‘elongated’ samples are scaled according to radio flux. The upper and right-hand histograms show the comparison between the NVSS
(hashed histogram) and ‘elongated’ (blue histogram) samples for the orientation angle and shape parameter, respectively.
4.5 Relic abundance
So far, we have not addressed a crucial question, namely, if
the MUSIC-2 simulation reproduces the number of relics
found in NVSS. The reason to postpone this discussion
is that we needed to identify a region of the parameter
space where the simulated and observed cluster samples
can be compared. The NVSS relic sample is essentially
flux limited with clusters spanning almost two decades in
X-ray luminosities (see Fig. 15). On the other hand, the
MUSIC-2 cluster sample is rather massive, hosting unam-
biguously detected radio islands well below 10 mJy. The
comparison between the NVSS and ‘elongated’ mock cluster
samples extracted from the MUSIC-2 simulations is shown
in Fig. 5, where we plot the cumulative number counts
with flux density larger than S1.4. As discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2, the MUSIC-2 cluster sample is only complete for
LX & 3× 1044 erg s−1, therefore, we exclude all NVSS clus-
ters below this limit from the plot (black dashed curve). We
then take into account that NVSS covers only 82% of the
sky and correct for incompleteness (red dashed curve). Evi-
dently, in MUSIC-2 we find significantly more relics than in
observations. We emphasize that, in order to properly com-
pare to NVSS, we have already excluded the ‘small-roundish’
islands found in some of the MUSIC-2 clusters. We spec-
ulate that the lower abundance of relics in NVSS reflects
a flux-dependent completeness. In fact, towards lower flux
densities the discrepancy increases. At S1.4 . 10 mJy, the
MUSIC-2 predicts about two times more relics than found
in NVSS (see Fig. 18). Interestingly, if we apply the ROSAT
limit to the ‘elongated’ sample we found that the number
of clusters hosting relics in the two samples roughly match.
This suggests a natural explanation for the excess of objects
in the ‘elongated’ sample: a significant fraction of the ob-
served relics have simply not been detected or classified as
their host clusters remain unidentified. We note, however,
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Figure 17. Largest linear size, LLS, versus projected distance on to the cluster, Dproj, for the relic samples. Shown are the NVSS
clusters (open circles) and those belonging to the ‘elongated’ (filled circles) and ‘small-roundish’ (light filled circles) mock relic samples.
Symbol sizes for the NVSS and ‘elongated’ samples are scaled according to radio flux. In all cases, redshift bins are indicated using
different colours. The upper and right-hand histograms show the comparison between the NVSS (hashed histogram) and ‘elongated’
(blue histogram) samples for Dproj and LLS, respectively.
that we are dealing with small number statistics and only
future X-ray and radio surveys can confirm or reject this
hypothesis.
We are now in position to further discuss the results of
Fig. 6, where we plotted the cumulative number of clusters
hosting relics versus LX. As before, results corresponding
to the ‘elongated’ mock cluster samples extracted from the
MUSIC-2 simulations are indicated by shaded regions. To
properly compare with observations, we have excluded all
mock clusters hosting relics with a flux below the NVSS
threshold, which, we set equal to 7 mJy (see solid line in
Fig. 5). The NVSS and its all-sky corrected distributions
are also shown (solid and red dashed lines, respectively).
As before, the mock cluster counts are larger than for ob-
servations by roughly a factor of 2 (filled circles) and they
nicely match if we exclude clusters below the ROSAT detec-
tion limit (open circles). Interestingly, a few NVSS clusters
have higher X-ray luminosities (LX & 1045 erg s−1) than for
the ‘elongated’ sample. Two effects can contribute to this.
We have adopted a general mass-luminosity relation to as-
sign X-ray luminosities to the simulated clusters. During a
merger event, however, the cluster X-ray luminosity can sig-
nificantly deviate from the scaling relation and the system
may boost its X-ray emission. Thus, we possibly slightly
underestimate the X-ray luminosities. Moreover, due to the
finite size of the simulation volume, we miss very massive
clusters. This is particularly important at higher redshifts,
where the observable volume is much larger than the simu-
lated one.
As a final remark, we note that the abundance of relics
in our model is essentially controlled by the magnetic field
and the efficiency parameter. For the adopted magnetic field
model, we have deliberately chosen an efficiency parameter
of ξe = 5×10−5 to match the NVSS cluster counts at S1.4 =
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Figure 18. Estimated completeness of the NVSS relic sample de-
rived by the ratio between the cumulative numbers of NVSS and
‘elongated’ cluster samples (shaded region). The NVSS cluster
number is scaled to full sky adopting a sky coverage of 82%.
100 mJy, a flux for which it is assumed that almost all relics
are known. As shown above, the resulting sample of mock
relics reproduce the NVSS observed correlations reasonably
well. The most significant mismatch in the relic properties
has been found for the sizes and projected distances of relics
in distant clusters at z & 0.3. Clearly, a different magnetic
field model –assuming another efficiency parameter– may
have an impact on the size and location of relics. It is beyond
the scope of the present work to explore this in detail.
4.6 Radio luminosity versus cluster mass
The strong correlation between radio power and X-ray lu-
minosity may also indicate that more massive clusters could
generate more luminous radio relics (de Gasperin et al.
2014). We explore this scaling in Fig. 19, which shows total
radio power versus cluster mass in the MUSIC-2 ‘elongated’
sample. As before, we also include the scaled best-fitting
relation of de Gasperin et al. (2014) for comparison. The
detection threshold (i.e., the radio flux limit) increases with
redshift, as reflected by the colour-coding of symbols. In par-
ticular, the interval z ∈ [0.1, 0.3] covers a fairly small redshift
range while having enough statistics to allow us investigate
the existence of a luminosity–mass correlation free of any
Malmquist bias effect. It is evident that the most massive
clusters in the sample host the most luminous relics. Still,
the scatter in radio luminosity is large. Therefore, less mas-
sive clusters can eventually produce similarly bright relics as
those with larger mass, see e.g. luminosities corresponding
to Mvir ∼ 1014.9 and 1015.2 M in Fig. 19.
As mentioned above, it is evident that the radio power
normalization of relics in more distant clusters is higher.
According to this, a correlation between radio luminosity
and cluster mass would imply that only the bright relics in
massive clusters at high redshift are detected. As a result,
the detection threshold could amplify the observed correla-
tion. The mass range covered in the MUSIC-2 simulations
is too small to derive an average luminosity–mass correla-
tion for small redshift intervals, i.e. free of Malmquist bias.
We speculate, however, that the maximum radio luminosity
at a given mass actually increases with cluster mass, but
probably less steeply than found for samples affected by the
latter.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 The ‘small-roundish’ sample
The small-roundish sample is, basically, exclusively found
in MUSIC-2 with islands having the following properties:
(i) they are small and roundish with s/LAS > 0.17 (see
Fig. 9); (ii) they tend to be found at higher redshifts, hence,
predominantly residing in clusters with low X-ray flux; (iii)
they show median values of LLS and projected distance of
about 500 and 400 kpc respectively, and (iv) the median ra-
dio luminosities of these objects are higher than in observa-
tions.
In the NVSS sample there are only a few objects in
the ‘small-roundish’ regime, namely, the recently discovered
gischt double candidate in CIZA J0107+54 (Randall et al.
2016); the north-western edge emission in Abell 1682 (Ven-
turi et al. 2013); the southern steep-spectrum feature in the
‘Toothbrush’ cluster (van Weeren et al. 2016), and the re-
cently discovered gischt candidate in PLCK G004−19 (Sifo´n
et al. 2014). All of these objects are also rather small in
size and the islands in Abell 1682, the ‘Toothbrush’ clus-
ter, and PLCK G004−19 do not show the typical relic mor-
phology. This may indicate that the identification of these
kind of objects in many NVSS clusters is not free of difficul-
ties. Therefore, it is possible that many of them are still not
yet discovered. In particular, we found about 100 of these
‘small-roundish’ islands in the MUSIC-2 simulations within
the context of our model.
5.2 Numerical scheme and ICM physics
The abundance and location of shocks fronts is affected by
the particular numerical scheme used. For instance, Vazza
et al. (2011) have shown that Eulerian codes tend to have a
smaller fraction of shock fronts with Mach numbers of 2− 4
in low-entropy gas compared to standard SPH simulations.
This suggest that an Eulerian numerical scheme would result
in less shock fronts close to the cluster centre. However, re-
cent SPH implementations have been shown to better treat
fluid mixing thus alleviating these problems (e.g., Hopkins
2013).
The physical state of the ICM is also affected by galac-
tic and AGN feedback, which is not included in the sim-
ulation we use here. It has been shown that, in average,
the feedback increases the ICM temperature (see e.g., Sem-
bolini et al. 2016). This is particularly important for the
inner parts of the cluster. A higher ICM temperature will
result in lower Mach numbers and, hence, make central radio
relics less likely.
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Figure 19. Radio power, P1.4, versus cluster virial mass, Mvir,
for the ‘elongated’ mock sample (filled circles). Symbol sizes are
scaled according to radio flux. Redshift bins are indicated using
different colours. For reference, we also include the de Gasperin
et al. (2014) relation after rescaling cluster masses to the virial
radius (dashed line).
Therefore, the two major discrepancies found between
the MUSIC-2 and the NVSS sample, i.e. too many small-
roundish objects and the presence of high-redshift elongated
relics with somewhat smaller projected distances and sizes,
might be partly spurious due to the numerical scheme and
missing physics of the simulation. However, there are also
several additional ingredients affecting the matching be-
tween the two samples: the uncertain completeness of the
NVSS, the magnetic field distribution in the ICM and the
dependence of the radio luminosity on shock parameters. We
have to leave to future studies the assessment of the impact
of all these factors in the comparison between observations
and simulations.
5.3 On the NVSS completeness
Several fairly bright radio relics have not been discovered un-
til recently, e.g. the relics in PLCK G287+32 (Bagchi et al.
2011) and PSZ1 G108−11 (de Gasperin et al. 2015b) with
a flux density of 58 mJy and 113 mJy, respectively. These
objects are well visible in NVSS as extended sources. Evi-
dently, since the clusters were not known prior to Planck
observations, the emission was not classified as radio gis-
cht. This suggests that there might be unclassified single or
double gischt objects already visible in NVSS.
The comparison between the NVSS and MUSIC-2 sam-
ples indicates that only about 40% of the extended relics
with a total flux smaller than 10 mJy have been discovered
in X-ray luminous clusters with LX & 3× 1044 erg s−1. For
example, the double gischt in Abell 1240 is rather difficult
to identify in NVSS because each relic has a flux of about
5 mJy (see Fig. 1). The flux of the entire gischt emission is
distributed over at least 10 beams. Only part of the relic
is recovered by the 2× σNVSS contours. This illustrates the
fact that systematic searches for radio relics at 10 mJy and
below in NVSS were incomplete.
5.4 On the gischtlet class
In Section 2.1, we introduced a class of radio relics with
the same physical origin of gischts but with a different mor-
phology: the gischtlets. In contrast to classical gischts, these
objects are rather small, are located close to the cluster cen-
tre, and may show complex morphologies. Reference cases
might be the ridges found in Abell 1682 (Venturi et al.
2013) and the large but central ‘chair-shaped’ filament in
MACS 0717+37 (Bonafede et al. 2009b; van Weeren et al.
2009a, 2017b). In both cases, the morphology does not obvi-
ously agree with that of large merger shock fronts travelling
outwards.
Fig. 7 shows a few objects with rather unusual morphol-
ogy that could lie within this classification, e.g. the relic in
cluster ‘B’ that is rather close to the cluster centre and that
of cluster ‘D’ that is strangely not aligned with the apparent
merger axis. Hence, a non-negligible fraction of the objects
found in the MUSIC-2 sample does not resemble a classical
large gischt caused by a binary merger. This again illustrates
that the classification based on morphology may cause that
some relics are not recognized as a result of their unusual
appearance.
5.5 Upcoming surveys
Our approach is applied to the NVSS sample of relics, yet it
is not tied to any specific survey. There are several upcoming
radio wide-field surveys, each yielding a large increase in
both sensitivity and resolution compared to NVSS.
For instance, Apertif-Wodan and ASKAP-EMU (Norris
et al. 2011) have similar survey specifications and are highly
complementary because of their low-intersecting sky cover-
age. These surveys are going to probe the continuum radio
sky at frequencies of 1100 − 1400 MHz. With an expected
survey depth of 10 mJy and a 10 arcsec resolution, the sen-
sitivity for extended structures will exceed NVSS by more
than a factor of 10.
The LOFAR radio telescope is going to probe the north-
ern radio sky at 120 − 168 MHz in three different stages or
‘tiers’. Tier I will be the most shallow but largest survey with
5 arcsec resolution and 0.1 mJy noise per beam. Sensitivity
for both point sources and extended structures will exceed
that of the GMRT 150 MHz all-sky radio survey (Intema
et al. 2017) by, at least, an order of magnitude, translating
into 10 times better sensitivity for extended objects with a
spectral index of α = −1.
These surveys are expected to significantly increase the
number of known radio relics. Ultimately, the relic sample
will be expanded towards lower surface brightnesses. The
combination of all these new observations, together with
more sophisticated large-volume cosmological simulations,
will allow for a more thorough comparison between mod-
els and reality. Additionally, synergies with panchromatic
surveys (e.g., X-ray; SZ) and optical follow-up observations,
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will be necessary to identify galaxy clusters and determine
their redshift.
In this work, we explored one scenario to model the
non-thermal radio emission of radio relics. However, our ap-
proach is well suited to discriminate between different mod-
els, not only DSA, but also more complex acceleration mech-
anisms. We leave this for future research.
6 SUMMARY
The origin of radio relics is quite enigmatic. There is ample
evidence indicating that relics are located at shock fronts
originated in merging galaxy clusters. However, it is not
clear if all merger shocks are, in turn, able to produce radio
relics. To shed light on this issue, we compared the flux, size,
morphology, orientation and location of mock relic struc-
tures linked to simulated merger shocks with an homoge-
neous sample of known radio relics. Moreover, the simu-
lated host galaxy clusters were used to further study the
well-known correlation between radio power and X-ray lu-
minosity and its most recent version involving cluster mass
(de Gasperin et al. 2014).
To perform the relic comparison, we compiled a compre-
hensive list of radio relics and candidates based on previous
collections (Feretti et al. 2012; Nuza et al. 2012; Yuan et al.
2015) and recently published relics. We distinguished radio
phoenixes and gischts according to the classification given
in the literature. In this work, a radio gischt is assumed to
originate from cosmological merger shock fronts.
For all possible relics in our list, we determined their
properties in NVSS images. To define the boundary of ra-
dio islands, we used 2×σNVSS contours, where σNVSS is the
sensitivity limit of the NVSS. For each island, we measured
flux density, LAS, LLS, solid angle, shape based on image
moments and orientation with respect to the cluster. In to-
tal, we identified 59 islands in 39 galaxy clusters. A crucial
aspect of our approach is to determine relic parameters in
the most homogeneous possible way.
To model relics, we used 282 resimulated galaxy cluster
regions extracted from a cosmological comoving volume of
1h−3 Gpc3 comprising the so-called MUSIC-2 simulations.
The hydrodynamical evolution of the clusters has been sim-
ulated using an SPH code including non-radiative physics
only. For our purpose, it is mandatory to have as many mas-
sive clusters as possible from a large cosmological volume.
Still, every cluster has to be simulated with sufficient res-
olution to properly describe the shock fronts. We applied
the shock finder presented by Hoeft et al. (2008) to each
snapshot in post-processing to find the shock fronts and to
estimate their associated radio emission.
For lighting up the shocks, we used the radio-emission
model and parameters given by Nuza et al. (2012). In par-
ticular, we adopted the Bonafede et al. (2010) scaling (see
Nuza et al. 2012, their model ‘b’) for estimating the mag-
netic field strength as a function of local gas density and
ξe = 5 × 10−5 for the efficiency parameter. The latter has
been chosen to restore the number of bright relics found in
the NVSS sample.
For each snapshot, we carried out mock cluster obser-
vations adopting NVSS specifications and determined re-
gions of radio emission in the same way as for NVSS images.
To account for the fact that the observable volume of the
universe increases with redshift, we computed a probability
quantifying how often any given simulated cluster should
be considered part of the sample. To avoid duplicating relic
parameters, we randomly rotated each cluster every time it
enters more than once into the mock sample.
Our main findings can be summarized as follows:
• For both the NVSS and the mock relic samples, we
found that the shape, s, and LAS (anti-)correlate in a
similar way. In particular, mean shape values for these
two samples are virtually identical with 〈s〉 ' 0.31. This
shows that our simulations produce relics with a similar
appearance to observations. Interestingly, our mock relic
sample does not show the presence of a significant pop-
ulation of large and roundish relics. This suggests that
current radio halo samples, which comprise diffuse radio
emssion following the cluster X-ray distribution, are not
significantly contaminated by radio relics seen face-on.
• In the mock relic sample, we found many ‘small-
roundish’ islands fulfilling the condition s/LAS > 0.17.
Only very few radio islands with similar properties are
found in the NVSS sample. This ‘small-roundish’ sample
comprises some compact features but also more extended
relics in distant clusters. We speculate that compact fea-
tures in clusters are spurious being, most likely, the result
of a combination of the simulation technique and the lack
of energy feedback in our simulations. However, extended
objects at high redshift may reflect realistic merger shocks
that are not detected in NVSS since they have a small
LAS, they appear almost roundish, and most importantly,
their host clusters have not yet been discovered. The relic
candidates found in CIZA J0107+54 are an example of
‘small-roundish’ double relics in NVSS. The MUSIC-2 mock
relic sample suggests that many more similar, but not yet
identified, objects should be present in NVSS.
• The mock ‘elongated’ sample nicely reproduces the
correlation between radio power and LLS. We argue that
this correlation is equivalent to the finding that the average
surface brightness of all relics is located in a fairly narrow
range. This small range may originate from the fact that
deeper observations usually reveal more regions with low
surface brightness thus increasing the relic extension and
balancing the brightening.
• Consistent with previous studies, we found that relics
in the NVSS sample tend to be tangentially oriented with
respect to the axis joining the relic and cluster centres.
This suggests that the vast majority of structures found in
NVSS are most likely produced in head-on cluster collisions
or close. We confirm this result using our simulations. In
particular, elongated structures both in NVSS and the mock
relic sample are typically clustered at (s, φ) = (. 0.5,& 60◦)
in the shape-orientation plane. For the ‘elongated’ and
NVSS samples, the median orientation angle turns out
to be φ ' 69◦. As expected, this signal is essentially lost
when considering more roundish objects also present in our
simulations.
• We found that the mock ‘elongated’ relic sample spans
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similar LLS and projected distance (Dproj) values than
NVSS. However, in average, ‘elongated’ mock relics tend
to have somewhat smaller sizes and to be located closer
to the cluster centre in comparison to observations (i.e.,
〈LLS〉 = 0.7, 0.82 Mpc and 〈Dproj〉 = 0.71, 1.07 Mpc for the
‘elongated’ and NVSS samples, respectively). Moreover,
these discrepancies become larger when considering more
distant relics at z & 0.3. A possible explanation to this
might be given by the lack of supernova and AGN feedback
in our simulations. Energy feedback would heat the ICM
and increase the sound speed in the central parts of the
simulated galaxy clusters. Nonetheless, further work is
needed to decide on this issue.
• We found that the well-known radio power versus
X-ray cluster luminosity correlation is to a large extent
determined by the flux detection threshold both in radio
and X-ray. Similarly, the related radio power versus cluster
mass correlation recently proposed is artificially strength-
ened by the flux limits: at higher redshifts, bright relics in
massive clusters are preferentially detected. Since scatter
in these correlations is large, our simulations suggest that
the peak radio luminosity actually scales with mass but in
a less-steep way than found for Malmquist bias-affected
samples.
• We estimated a flux-dependent completeness of the
NVSS relic sample of about 40% at 10 mJy. We note that
this might be partly spurious since the simulation may over-
predict low-luminosity relics. However, we argue that the de-
rived efficiency is plausible given the fact that 10 mJy relics
are difficult to discover in NVSS. Furthermore, if we ap-
ply the ROSAT X-ray flux limit to the ‘elongated’ mock
relic sample –which is basically the limit shown by NVSS
clusters– we roughly reproduce the observed cluster num-
ber counts. If it is true that the discovery of radio relics is
currently limited by the number of available X-ray clusters
used to identify them, this would provide additional support
to our conclusion on the completeness of the NVSS sample.
Overall the mock ‘elongated’ gischt sample reproduces
the NVSS-derived relic properties reasonably well, especially
regarding shape, orientation, flux, radio luminosity and clus-
ter X-ray luminosity distributions, when taking into ac-
count all known biases of the samples. This suggests that
the morphology and abundance of merger shocks in a cos-
mological framework is, in principle, enough to explain ra-
dio relics. These findings may rule out the scenario where
merger shocks are only partly illuminated by pre-existing
radio plasma. If such a plasma was necessary to explain all
radio relics, it would have to be distributed rather homoge-
neously in all galaxy clusters.
Clearly, upcoming deeper radio surveys, such as
LOFAR-Tier-1, EMU or Apertif, will significantly enhance
the sample of known radio relics. Exploiting these data with
the aid of more advanced theoretical models and simulations
will help us to better understand the elusive nature of these
objects.
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